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Abstract:

rhis thesis examines live musicianship in terms of balancing audience expectations,
perceptions of skill and the use of new technology in live performance with the aesthetic,
artistic and sonic influences of the recording process.

Developments in recording studio technology and techniques, live sound reinforcement
and approaches to performance are examined from audience and artist perspectives, as a
means of evaluating the current role and future development of musicianship in popular
music.

Complementing the research, a range of demonstrations will explore live performance by
employing techniques and approaches to live musicianship discussed in the research.

Introduction:

As an art-form, the functions and nature of popular music are heavily influenced by
commercial, technical and social processes. (1) As a consequence, in a time of great
technological change, important questions arise in relation to the cultural and artistic role
of musicians and composers in the live and recorded medium. The following chapters
will examine these influences, discussing the role of the musician in popular music, both
as a creative artist and entertainer.

For the purposes of this thesis, the term “popular music’' will refer to music that is of
mass appeal and which may include a wide range of genre definitions and sub-cultural
groups. (2) Often defined as distinctly separate from “Pop music”, (3) for the purpose of
this research the term includes music which achieves widespread commercial success
through the sale of cultural content and/or tickets, along with the many sub-genres which
inform its development. To this end, popular music is defined as music which is part of or
actively seeks to feed into the wider “music industry".

In chapters one and two, the development of technologies for live sound reinforcement
and studio recording are examined in terms of their artistic impact on musicians and live
performance aesthetics. In chapter three, the commercial survival and continuing success
of live music will be addressed, examining its relationship with the recorded medium in
light of a rapidly changing record industry.

Chapter four will examine questions relating to instrument design and new performance
interfaces, highlighting the role of cultural understanding as a vital component in the
potential success of new codes of performance in popular music. With examples from a
range of currently active artists, chapter five will provide an overview of modern
approaches to balancing live performance and the recorded medium, analyzing their
effectiveness in satisfying audience expectations while addressing potential future
consequences.
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Chapter six will detail a number of demonstrations prepared for this thesis whieh aim to
present a range of possibilities for change in the dynamic between the live and recorded
medium, through a variety of approaches to live performance and musicianship.
Complementing their written descriptions and subsequent analysis, video recordings and
technical schematics for the demonstrations are provided in the appendices and
accompanying data DVD for this submission.
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Summary of content included in data DVD:

1. Demonstration one, video performance,
1.1 Demonstrations 1 2 and 3 original studio master
2. Demonstration 2, video performance
3. Demonstration 3, video performance
4. Demonstration 4, video performance
4.1 Demonstrations 4 and 5 original studio master
5. Demonstration 5, video performance
6. Thesis: full text pdf
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Chapter 1 - The art of amplification: impacts of live sound reinforcement.

In this chapter, the influenee of live sound reinforcement is examined in terms of its
impaet on musicianship in modern popular music. Developments in the electrical
amplification and sonic augmentations of live instrumentalists have dramatically changed
the dynamic of relationships between performers and their audience, the interactions
between musicians within a live ensemble and perhaps even more significantly, the
relationship between the musician and the sounds ereated.

Furthermore, over the past seventy years or so another important factor, the sound
engineer, has entered the equation. With the advent of new amplification and sound
shaping technologies, there came a widely accepted shift in control, as sound engineers
became responsible for managing the new mediation between audience, performers and
the ensemble as a whole.

Live sound reinforcement is a term given to the task of managing the amplification of
live music events by electrical or electronic means, serving audiences ranging from small
venues to large stadia and outdoor festivals. (4) Live reinforeement systems are often
referred to as PA or public address systems; however these terms are not always
interchangeable. (5) For the purposes of this thesis, the task of live sound reinforcement,
or the use of live sound reinforcement systems are deemed the most appropriate terms.

The sound engineer is a blanket term which may refer to an individual operator or a
member of a wider team of individuals charged with the management of live sound
reinforcement systems, with responsibilities ranging from the purely technical, to the
highly creative. In this chapter, the aesthetic implications of this electrical and/or
electronic mediation between performer and audience, between individual musicians as
well as approaches to its management will be examined extensively. The artistic
influence of amplification systems will be viewed in terms of individual musicianship as
well as the ways in which inherent or unavoidable aesthetic qualities of live sound
reinforcement systems and intentional aestheties achieved by the creative applieation of
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their technologies interact with the same inherent aesthetics and creative approaches to
the recording process.

While chapters three and four of this thesis will revisit and examine the commercial
drivers and artistic arguments behind the development of amplification systems and new
interfaces for performance, in this chapter the focus is specifically on the consequences of
amplification on creative relationships, sonic variation and audience perceptions of the
resulting possibilities.

Chaimes in musician relationships:

Historically, new instrument designs as well as new approaches to the organization of
musical ensembles have created many possibilities for sonic diversity or for reaching
larger audiences. However, no new instrument or approach to ensemble organization
could possibly have created the potential for change that electrical amplification and its
resulting developments have presented. Amplification has changed how we hear
musicians, how they hear one another, what we hear from them, and who controls it all.

One French anthropologist Eliane Daphy studied the relationships between musicians and
technicians in a live music context, observing the relationship between performers and
sound reinforcement personnel over a number of years. Daphy’s work not only raises
interesting issues about the introduction of technicians into the live music realm, but the
impacts of amplification on the musicians themselves, how they perform, what they can
perform and in what eontext. (6) With this simple point, the working paper raises a
number of interesting points about the direct musical impact of amplification on
ensembles, particularly when considering questions of balance between musieians and
achievable volumes from individual musicians within an ensemble.

Taking the example of the voice, with the advent of amplification, training to achieve
projeetion or loud volumes to fill auditoria or to match other musicians in an ensemble
didn’t necessarily need to be a primary focus or measure of voeal ability any longer.

-
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Arguably, once volume wasn't an issue, there was an opening for a whole range of vocal
textures to be used, particularly in large performances or within large-scale ensembles,
free from the threat of being drowned out or entirely inaudible.

In a historical overview of popular music, long time music writer and critic Robert
Christgau points out how the development of new genres and new musical trends were
evident very early on in parallel with the development of sound reinforcement. (7) With
particular reference to the popularity of “crooners”, such as Bing Crosby in the United
States in the 1930s and 1940s, Christgau singles out the invention of the microphone and
systems of amplification as defining factors in the emergence of a new style of vocal
delivery and a new kind of audience, where the vocalist could be heard over a
comparatively louder ensemble.

I lowever the microphone and the singer were not the only instrumentalists to be
amplified. A trend towards louder instruments fuelled by electronic amplification has
followed since, not only in popular music, but increasingly in other genres.

With the introduction of new or augmented instruments, the most significant being the
electric guitar, the vocalist was no longer the only member of the developing popular
music ensemble enjoying the benefits of electrical amplification. (7) As the popularity of
the Crooner gave away to rock and roll a number of drastic changes affected ensembles
in terms of the sounds and textures available, the way individual musicians related to
each other and the new creative possibilities presented by new technologies. In a creative
environment inereasingly dominated by a burgeoning record industry, the new role live
music would play for the artist and their audience began to change dramatically and
perhaps irreversibly.

The art of balance:

In a paper examining the affeets of live sound reinforcement systems on musicians (8),
Jonathan Pearce points out how electrical amplification’s earliest and most primitive
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forms were often under the personal control of the musician being amplified, as in the
case of the electric guitarist, w ith a specific amplifier for the instrument under the control
of the musician, fhis element of control is not unlike the historical balancing of
instruments within an ensemble, where a vital component of musicianship is reacting to
other musicians, forming a cohesive sound. Though Pearce points out additional external
direction has traditionally come from the conductor in an orchestra or from a band leader,
the art of physically balancing the sound remained in the hands of the musician , whose
skill lay in an ability to work within the tonal confines of their chosen instrument along
side their fellow musicians.

This dynamic changed however due to a number of factors which have shaped the
development of amplification systems since the 1960’s and the explosion in popularity of
rock music in particular. As already described, amplification drastically changed the roll
of the vocalist in musical ensembles, allowing a single voice to compete with much
louder instruments. However, rock music, and the popularity of overdriven guitar sounds
led to a volume increase within the rock ensemble.

Traditional systems for vocal amplification began to lag behind the loud volumes
produced by guitar amplifiers. With greater volumes of amplification, instrumentalists
began to compete consciously, but also subconsciously, as it became difficult for
musicians to hear their own instrument, particularly relevant in the case of the voice.

However, the increased volumes of rock ensembles didn't simply come from
instrumentalists competing to hear themselves clearly, there was also a demand to play to
larger audiences which further drove the requirement for higher volumes. While the
commercial requirements for these larger audiences are addressed in chapter three, the
solutions that were arrived at in aiding ensembles to play to these larger audiences
resulted in a further shift in the balance of relationships between performers and their
instruments as well as the creative process of forming a collective cohesive sound.

-
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At the beginning of the I970’s professional and large scale live sound reinforcement
began to come into its own as a specialized technical discipline. Systems were designed
to provide the widest possible coverage for the audience in terms of physical area as well
as the audible frequency spectrum, with almost all control over volume and balance for
the audience area in the hands of what was now known as the front of house engineer.
This new term referred to the positioning of the live mixing desk in the centre of the
audience area, away from the stage, to allow for a blending of the sound to best suit the
audience perspective. A second set of signals were now being mixed separately for the
musicians on stage, who could have an entirely different balance of instruments, even to
suit each individual musician. Known as a monitor engineer, the individual charged with
providing a mix for the musicians on stage becomes the final factor in breaking the
similarities with traditional means of balance in acoustic ensembles. (9)

1 he affect on musicianship and the shift in control with these developments are profound,
with the sound engineers acting as mediators between the musician and audience. With
the existence of separate monitor mixes on stage, the monitor engineer also has the power
to influence those on stage individually, and often, even how the musicians on stage may
or may not interact with each other musically. The sound engineer also begins to gain
even more influence than simply controlling amplification systems due to a number of
factors ranging from the basic inherent colourations of sound present in modern
approaches to sound reinforcement, as well as the attempts to apply creative processing
and affects originally born in the recording studio to the live medium.

Sonic and creative control:

Mulder (10) and Pearce (8) both examine the question of live sound reinforcement, or in
a broader sense, amplification as an artistic force. While Pearce views the subject of live
sound reinforcement as a battle for creative control, Mulder begins by examining the
validity of considering a sound reinforcement system and its sources, however simple or
complex it may be, as an instrument in itself.

11
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Both F^earce and Mulder stress how the very processing of electrical amplification
changes a performance, deeming it as impossible to consider the amplification as
recreating the original.

Pearce points to the fact that no matter how flat the frequency response, how noiseless the
signal path or specific the microphone placement, amplifying an instrument dramatically
changes how it is heard by its audience. For example due to the nonlinear frequency
response of the human ear. a sound amplified for an audience may differ greatly from
what the instrumentalist hears on stage, raising a number of problems with regard to the
musicians performance on stage. With the sound reinforcement acting as the mediation
between performer and audience, the musician has less creative control over the textures
and the impact of their performance on the audience, relying heavily on the sound
engineer’s interpretation and skill in balancing all the elements at play in the performance
space.

These elements of the performance space are viewed by Mulder as being part of the
musical instrument that is the sound reinforcement system, emphasising that the mixing
desk is not the creative be all and end all of the sound reinforcement instrument, but
instead, it is simply one part of a whole instrument that includes the room acoustics,
speakers, live performers, the audience and all the feedback loops that may occur
between these elements.

Particularly when the sound reinforcement system is amplifying an ensemble’s
performance to such an extent that the original acoustic or individually amplified sound
each musician produces is being drowned out, the band rely on the sound mixer to
translate the on-stage sound into a credible representation for the audience, allowing
sonic detail, clarity and maximum audience coverage. As Mulder points out, this process
of interpretation does not necessarily involve trying to accurately recreate the band’s on
stage sound, and Pearce’s arguments on the very nature of sound reinforcement systems
say such a goal is simply unattainable.

-
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Furthermore, as a means of achieving their sonic interpretation, the live sound
reinforcement crew and sound mixer in particular increasingly have at their disposal a
large range of tools, not unlike those used in studio production to further alter and
enhance on-stage musicianship. However, unlike studio production, these changes and
elements of processing must of course be made in real-time, although as Mulder points
out, it is not uncommon for live music performances to include metronomes or click
tracks fed to musicians, or even entire pre-recorded passages of music such as orchestral
parts and backing vocals, the inclusion of which will be discussed further in chapter five.

Mulder goes on to argue that this use of studio technology and pre-recorded content
amounts to many live musical performances becoming “more like an instantaneous play
back of a recording rather than a live performance”.

Though the exact extent of control given over to sound reinforcement personnel may vary
depending on genre, venue size and other factors, for most popular musical performances
the sound reinforcement system and those in charge of it will influence the interaction
and comfort of musicians on stage as well as influencing what the audience hears. Even
with minimal processing, basic issues of setting up the sound reinforcement system such
as microphone choice and placement will influence the performance greatly, and F^earce
goes so far as to suggest that issues surrounding live sound reinforcement create a
problem for artists in achieving full creative control of a live performance situation.

Even if performers travel with their own particular sound mixer or entire sound crew and
system, the performer can only trust that the textures, dynamic embellishments and
emotions they hope to communicate to their audience are being interpreted and enhanced
in a way that is true to their artistic vision.

Though systems have in the past been designed to enable musicians to take back control
over their live sound and to gain a greater understanding of what their audience is
hearing, such systems present technical, logistical and artistic challenges. One such
system was designed for use by the American rock group The Grateful Dead in the mid

-
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1970s, with the aim of not only providing a superior listening experience for the
audience, but also to provide the musicians on stage with greater control over the
amplification of the performance. (11, 12) An extremely large stack of drivers and
amplifiers, dubbed ‘the wall of sound' was custom-designed by the band’s team of
engineers, allowing the musicians to hear the very same performance as their audience
through the same speakers.

A hugely ambitious undertaking at the time, the sheer cost and drain on resources of
keeping such a system on the road resulted in the group abandoning it after just a few
years of use. Though it is heavily debated whether or not the actual sonic results were a
success, it can be assumed that due to the technical limitations and failures of the systems
components at the time, its ground-breaking nature, and the systems limited use, that it is
impossible to judge whether or not such system-designs presented improvements in
certain areas when compared to the current dominant industry approach to sound
reinforcement.

It is worth noting that this infamous system did employ a number of principles of live
performance being examined in a number of areas of new instrument design as discussed
in chapter four, such as individual musician control over their own amplification, the
ability of the musician to better hear what the audience is experiencing and the dedication
of specific elements of an amplification system to specific instruments.

However, as described in following chapters, other shaping factors in popular music
mean that the implementation of such musician controlled elements in the modern
context are almost impossible due to the sheer scale and now rigidly standard approaches
to commercial sound reinforcement. Furthermore, the role of the sound engineer and
current creative uses of sound reinforcement technologies have become an important
component of the live popular music aesthetic.

As previously discussed, many tools and processes which became fundamental to the
creative studio process have entered the live domain as a means of enhancing the on-
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stage sound of popular artists. This is partly due to the progression of the studio recording
from an attempt at an accurate reproduction of a live performance, to authentic artistic
original as discussed in chapter two. This progression of recorded music to a dominant
artistic medium has led to a similar change in goals for live sound reinforcement. Rather
than simply attempting to accurately represent the on-stage sound of the ensemble, live
sound reinforcement aims more and more to recreate the band’s or artist’s studio sound,
particularly in popular music, augmenting and embellishing with an ever growing set of
creative tools.

As much of today’s creative recording processes in popular music lie within the
capabilities of ever more powerful, compact and flexible computers/digital technology,
the possibilities for reproducing this studio aesthetic live and in a creative manner is
becoming increasingly easy and logistically manageable. This trend of applying studio
aesthetics (as discussed in chapter two) to live performance seems to be reflected in a
new generation of sound reinforcement tools and their accompanying selling points. New
products such as Avid's Venue line of digital mixing consoles, (13, 14) Waves
MultiRack (15, 16) and many other digital solutions come with the appeal of allowing
mix engineers and musicians in both small and large concert settings to bridge the gap
between the live and studio environment. While the majority of this new generation of
live mixing tools still follow the model of having centrally controlled front-of-house and
monitoring systems, many tools are flexible and may potentially provide new ways to
increase musician control over the creative side of live sound reinforcement. However, as
examples of live performance approaches in chapter flve address, there is little evidence
to suggest that the flexibility of digital technologies is leading to an increase in musician
control of such processes on stage.

The move to digital technology and software-based composition has also resulted in a
wave of artists who create studio recordings which rely on the creative use of processing
and affects as much as they do on traditional definitions of musicianship. DJ’s and other
electronic artists, and an increasing number of more conventional ensembles now create
works of great studio complexity, using the studio as another creative tool with a hands-
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on approach as discussed in chapters two, four, five and six, which seems to establish a
blurring of the lines between musicians and sound mixers.

Though there is still an accepted technical requirement for live sound reinforcement
personnel to perform technical tasks and system setup and design, the creative role of the
live sound mixer may be less easily defined, creating challenges in relations between both
parties, particularly in terms of translating studio techniques to a live setting.

Audience perception:

Fundamentally, the success of the live performance is solely dependent on the audience
and how the audience reacts to methods of amplification and creative techniques
employed in terms of their perception of authenticity. Chapters three and four address the
audience demand for live authentic performance from artists. However, there is a balance
to be struck between how live a performance sounds and appears, and the expectation the
audience has of certain sounds, textures and performance-attributes born of their
familiarity with the recorded medium. (I 7)

If a modern rock group for example were to perform without their usual sound
reinforcement and processing, how would the audience react? How would fans who have
only ever heard a studio-produced album compare the sound of an acoustic drum kit for
example, free of equalisation, dynamics and the mediation of transducers, to the familiar
recorded sound which those particular fans may consider the authentic original sound or
sonic signature of a given group.

Similarly, if a listener was to hear a group perform in such a hypothetical minimal
performance setup for the very first time without prior knowledge of the performers, how
would they react upon then hearing their recorded work complete with the dynamic
control and post-production gloss of standard best practices employed by the vast
majority of modern studio professionals?
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If modern popular music is predominantly first heard either live through a sound
reinforcement system, or through the many creative tools available in the recording
process, what is the authentic, ‘natural’ or ‘organic’ sound of the artist or group, or does
such a thing exist? Can such a performance, artist or aesthetic be separated from the
mediation and translation of the studio on one hand and the live sound reinforcement
system on the other?

To conclude, this chapter has examined the role of live sound reinforcement in relation to
its influence on the interaction of performers, its role as a mediator between stage and
audience, as well as the resulting issues relating to creative control and perceptions of
authenticity. Arguably, live sound reinforcement has developed irreversibly into a
centrally controlled but flexible key element of the musical performance, in which the
skills of balance and certain creative controls over texture are handed over to a new
musician, the sound engineer, who may or may not be a creative member of the musical
ensemble and who exerts a great deal of influence over how the audience hears the
performance.

Though accurately reproducing the exact sounds being created on stage is an unrealistic
aim when amplification is introduced, the centrally controlled model for sound
reinforcement that is prevalent today has a similar sonic influence over the live
performance as many established studio processes have over recorded performances.

-
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Chapter 2 - Studio Aesthetics: from capturing reality to authentic artistic medium

In this chapter the development of recording studio technology, its techniques, and its
role as a creative art form are examined in relation to the affects on musicianship in
popular music. It will be argued that the recording process and its role as an art form has
developed an often problematic relationship with live musicianship and live performance
aesthetics.

As recording studio technology has developed and as it has grown in commercial
importance (as discussed further in chapter three), it has created new types of musicians,
endless sonic possibilities, and a departure from the constraints, skills and interactions of
more traditional forms of live and acoustic ensemble musicianship.

fhe processes of composition, performance and reproduction have been detached as
never before with the advent of new technologies, creating problems in meeting audience
demands and expectations from live performances.

Studio musicianship:

At the beginning of the twentieth century, recording technology was primitive and in its
very earliest stages of development with very little emphasis on the commercial sale of
recorded music. As the century progressed, fuelled by the promotion of the day’s
dominant medium, radio, a rapidly developing recording industry became a major and
driving force in the commercialisation of music. Recorded music allowed the commercial
exploitation of an art, applying the same mass production and mass consumption models
as were becoming the norm for other products across the industrialized world. (Also see
chapter three)

As gramophones and record players became a household item, citizens of modern
consumer societies became accustomed to listening to their favourite songs and favourite
musicians in a context detached from the original performance both in terms of space and
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time. Recordings were an opportunity to hear sounds from other places, and to hear
performances from phantom musicians, who the listener had never met and might never
meet. (18)

The object of recordings was to capture a time, a place or a performance, reproducing it
as faithfully as possible. (19) Ironically, some of the more major steps towards higher
fidelity and more accurate capture and reproduction of sound sources have been closely
followed by technical innovation and ideological shifts that actually moved the aesthetic
aims of recording away from such goals of accuracy and truth of record.

Magnetic tape was developed initially in Germany during the Second World War, and
then brought to the United States where its revolutionary high fidelity was quickly
commercialised. (20) However, artists also quickly latched on to the potential of this new
medium in a number of ways. Bing Crosby, considered by many to be the first super star
of popular music, saw the benefits of tape, which allowed him to pre-record his formerly
live radio specials.

However, more significantly, Crosby also gifted a tape recorder to musician and inventor
Les F^aul. The recorder developed and commercially marketed by Ampex, a company in
which Crosby had an interest, presented immediate grounds for technical and artistic
innovation for Paul, who modified the machine to allow overdubbing of performances.

Multitrack recording developed over the following decades, further extending the
possibilities for layering sounds and eliminating the need for simultaneous real-time
performance for recordings, further advancing the new artistic possibilities first presented
by Paul’s innovation. (21,22) A gradual shift was beginning as terms such as musician
and composer were being joined by terms like artist and producer.

New techniques and sonic effects were being developed for music and other purposes,
creating simulations of reverb effects, allowing for the artistic introduction of a sense of
space into recordings.
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rhe creative use of synthesised sounds, sound editing, as well as pitch and speed
alterations of recordings were being introduced to popular music in the 1960s. Recording
was quickly becoming a discipline less concerned with real-time performance or accurate
capture. Instead, recording artists became more interested in sonic experimentation and
artistic creativity.

Not only were musicians able to play their parts separately, do second takes, edit
mistakes or punch in over unfavourable passages of their performance, they were able to
create performances, sequences, textures and soundscapes which simply did not exist in
the physical organic world. (23)

Beginning in the late I96()'s, the creativity of musicians in the studio environment, and
the inventiveness with which they treated its ever developing pallet of tools was
beginning to be held in equal regard as skills in melodic and rhythmic composition or live
performance.

fhe album became a unit of artistic work, a recognized art form in which the sequences
of songs, contrasts in texture and dynamics were treated and intentionally fused together
like the movements of a symphony. (24)

Perhaps the most developed form of this artistic view of the long playing album was the
concept album which was and has been a term given to a number of works considered to
be of landmark significance in the development of popular music from the 1970’s
through to the 1990's, and up to the present. The 1973 album, “The Dark Side of The
Moon’' by the British rock band Pink Floyd is an example of a concept album which
embodied the new artistic approach to the recording studio process. (25, 26)

The album has a cohesive theme in lyrical content, music and even artwork, maintaining
throughout an intentional sense of journey. The album features some more conventional
pop song structures, but introduces and links many songs with passages of studio created
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sounds, heavily edited tape sequences and synthesised textures. Accounts of the album
recording sessions recount the heavy involvement of Pink Floyd’s members in the
technical process and creative possibilities of recording, assisted by the studio engineers.
However, this more or less equal working relationship between musicians and engineers
was certainly not true for all artists, and this point marks a divide between a number of
artists and their relationship with the recording studio and its aesthetics, paving the way
for further diversity.

The record producer and producer as artist:

As the role of recording changed from a purely documentary exercise to an art form in
itself, the possibilities for creativity were seemingly infinite due to the increasing range of
tools and technologies available. Independent of the shackles and sonic limitations of
traditional ensemble performance, methods of composition, techniques of arrangement
and the constraints of musical instruments or ability, the recording process has become an
authentic plane of composition and authorship.

Linguistically, this shift has developed a number of new terms, such as artist, recording
artist and record producer, rellecting the changing role and skill-set of those involved in
the new record industry and the new art of recording.

In popular music and its many sub-genres, the producer can have any number of roles in
the recording process ranging from technical to creative, involved in collaboration, song
writing and selection as well as many other roles, liaising between artists, musicians,
record labels and other interests. (27)

Beginning in the 1960’s and 1970’s, “big name” producers were seen as a way to enrich
the studio efforts of many acts in popular music. George Martin was one such producer
who made his name internationally through his work with the Beatles, with many
regarding him as an extension of the band and a vital ingredient to their studio creativity
and pioneering sound. (28)
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While Martin is still largely regarded as having been an enabler who facilitated the
Beatles as they found their own routes of inspiration and innovation, other producers such
as Phil Spector were regarded as having a particular sound or aesthetic which they
brought to a band's or artist's studio recordings, leaving a distinctive sonic fingerprint.
(29)

An example of this negative regard for such imposed aesthetics is the Beatles album Let
It Be, which was released prior to the band’s split, and which was finalised and added to
by Phil Spector. However there was a well documented opinion among the band’s fans
and others that the album was “overproduced” by Spector, and his sonic legacy on the
album's aesthetic was seen as a negative trait, leading to the release of the album,
stripped of Spectors layers of overdubbed orchestral parts and embellishments years later
under the name “Let it Be Naked”. (3 1)

fhese accusations of overproduction have continued at large, though concepts and ideals
relating to overproduction are highly dependent on personal taste and perhaps more
importantly, on genre. (32) Many rock albums for example are criticised for being over
produced due to negative regard for a heavily involved production process . (33) In
contrast, for many genres, exact perfection and precise control of all elements are not
viewed in such a negative light. These genres are generally ones in which the producer
takes on an accepted or complete creative role such as in many genres of electronic music
and hip hop in particular.

Disco music carried on the involved role of the producer in the 1970's with elaborate
arrangements and complex studio mixes with extremely large numbers of instruments,
dense textures and a signature steady and highly danceable beat. As explored in chapter
three, disco was a genre which centred around night clubs and DJ’s playing records, often
mixing them into each other for continuous play. As disco died in popularity, its basic
beat and the record spinning aesthetics of its DJ’s went underground with the
development of new dance genres. Though many of these new dance genres simply
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reused and reworked older disco recordings, there was also a wave of new disco-inspired
electronic music, using newly developed drum machines, synthesisers and sequencers.

In the newly developing genre of hip hop, there was a similar aesthetic developing, and
before long, the producer in dance and Hip Hop music became the essential ingredient,
second only in the case of hip hop to the vocalist or MC. These new producers controlled
the entire creative process directly, creating arrangements, beats and mixes from samples
or entire passages of other recordings, electronic drum patterns, synthesisers and
occasionally, live musicians.

fhe emergence of this new definition of producer meant that finally in popular music, the
recording studio process as an artistic creative breeding ground was free of the
restrictions of traditional musicianship and whatever physical limitations remained with
it.

fo conclude, new and developing technologies have allowed musicians and creative
artists to synthesise, reshape, loop, manipulate, cut up and reassemble sounds, giving
birth to compositions that would be impossible for a musical ensemble to so much as
begin to recreate using traditional instrumentation. However with this new freedom there
comes conflict as the limitless possibilities of studio creativity meet the demands,
restrictions and necessity of live performance.
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Chapter 3 - Live performance in the age of mass reproduction; a tale of survival.

In this chapter the survival and continuing success of live music is examined in terms of
commercial viability, innovation, its unique experience, audience demand for that
experience and its role in relation to recorded music. The failure of simple market
economics to foresee the survival of the live music industry, as well as other important
factors in its continuing success are examined, addressing audience demand, cultural
relevance and other non-musical elements unique to live performance.

Though this chapter examines the commercial exploitation of these unique attributes of
live performance, it also explores how live performance can function as a vital means of
enhancing authenticity for artists and performers, indirectly boosting commercial gains
and cultural perceptions of artistic pursuits. In chapters one and two the concept of studio
recording as an artistic medium and an authentic original was explored. This chapter
seeks to explain why despite the cultural and economic dominance of recording as an
artistic medium, the live performance is still commercially viable and remains an
experience very much in demand. This chapter will also look to future prospects for live
performance, examining a perceived growth in importance for the live sector given the
current state of the recorded music industry.

It will be argued that with a renewed emphasis on the commercial exploitation of the live
music sector, there becomes a greater need to address the nature of live performance in
popular music, both for established and aspiring career artists. Issues explored in this
chapter form a basis for further exploration in the following chapters of modern
definitions of musicianship, their potential flaws and proposed solutions.

Live music versus the economics of mass production:

In the 1960s, economists predicted a dramatic demise of the live music industry on the
basis that live music could not compete with the economic might and mass production
model of the recorded music industry. (34) Whereas live music depends on ticket sales
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for a single unique event dependent on real-time performers, the record industry was built
on the commodification of a captured performance, theoretically making it infinitely
reproducible and accessible to audiences around the world. Without the constraints of
place, space or time it was thought that the competition from such a model would render
live music obsolete, priced out of existence by dramatic ticket inflation.

In a commercial sense, this prediction has not come to pass. However, it must be noted
that there has been a significant decline in live music in terms of its recreational and
communal functions. Due to the rapid introduction of recreational media technologies
into the home during the twentieth century, previously popular social gatherings that
involved playing instruments or singing have experienced a sharp decline.

Crucially, this decline impaets how a large proportion of people are now introduced to
the concept of music, live or otherwise. In the past, music was first experienced live in
the home or at informal community gatherings. Now, the most common introduction to
music must surely be through some form of electronic mediation, due to the prevalence
of radio, television and other media technologies. As suggested in chapter one in relation
to live sound reinforcement, this shift must heavily influence audience expectations of
what music should sound like and what they perceive as real or authentic.

However, despite this decline in such informal and recreational forms of live music, the
predictions of economic theories put forward in the 1960s have not come to pass. I’he
eommercial live music sector remains viable, continuing to maintain a role of
eonsiderable cultural significance for performers and audiences alike.

In an era dominated culturally and economically by the new record industry, the live
music sector has innovated and capitalised on some key deficiencies of the recorded
medium.
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Pechnological innovation:

While chapter one examined the development of live sound reinforcement systems in
terms of its affects on ensemble musicianship and sonic aesthetics, the commercial
drivers and audience impact of such systems are also important. Though the early
development of amplification systems opened up new sonic possibilities for new kinds of
musicians, it also paved the way for live music to reach a mass audience like never
before.

When considering the development of live sound reinforcement technology, the concerns
of sound quality and the needs of performers have gone at best hand in hand with the
commercial drive to reach larger audiences. While amplification has allowed a single
voice to be heard in a large ensemble, it has also allowed increasingly smaller ensembles
to reach ever growing audiences.

Since the 1960s, live sound reinforcement systems have grown in terms of volume and
audience coverage, allowing the emergence of new kinds of live music events, new
cultural and audience experiences, but perhaps most significantly, new opportunities for
commercial gain.

For example, the music festival has become an important player in popular music in
terms of cultural significance, artistic expression and the continuing commercial viability
of live music. Though many festivals of the 1960s and early 1970s may be remembered
as being mass celebrations of freedom and musical expression, the majority were
business ventures first and foremost. The Woodstock festival of 1969, the largest and
perhaps most culturally significant of these early large-scale music festivals was
originally conceived as a business venture before being declared free due to
organisational and safety issues. Following the template set by festivals such as
Woodstock, modern music festivals have become well tuned and highly profitable events
while maintaining their status as an authentic mass cultural experience,.
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Larger and more sophisticated sound reinforcement systems along with the relatively
recent addition of screens for added visual coverage allow huge audiences to share in the
group experience. These festivals succeed in monetising the unique cultural value of the
authentic once-off experience of a real-time performance, of which only those present
can truly be part.

Extending from this concept of a shared experience, the music festival has grown to be
the pinnacle of diversification in the live music industry, with the entire experience of
camping, festival food stalls and other ancillary commercial and entertainment activities
contributing to the “festival experience”. This demonstrates how live music has managed
to innovate and maintain cultural significance by capitalising on the weaknesses of the
very elements of the recorded medium which threatened its existence i.e. the potential for
infinite reproduction of recordings.

Apart from music festivals, there has been a trend at the top of the live music industry for
larger audiences, with the mantra that bigger is better. Arena and stadium concert tours
led the way, and as large shows became a regular occurrence in many markets, there
became a market for new medium and larger sized dedicated music venues to support
greater audience capacities.

However, the continued existence of live music is not solely due to its functions as a
group cultural experience or commercial venture. Performances have also remained
important as a means of enabling the audience to connect with an artist and perhaps most
relevant in popular music, performances are a means of enhancing celebrity aura or
authenticity which can be further exploited commercially.

Performer presence: the case of the DJ:

Chapter two addressed the emergence of new definitions for producers in the recording
studio with the development of new creative technologies. However, an often
interchangeable term with producer in new electronic genres as well as hip hop is the
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term DJ. Beginning in the disco era, newly emerging club scenes created a role for the DJ
who performed by playing records, enhancing the atmosphere and mood, focusing on the
dance-tloor rather than the performer.

Despite functioning as a taste maker and influential member of the club scene, the DJ
was in no way elevated above the others present on the night-club dance floor. However,
as the disco scene fell in popularity, it was replaced by a new dance scene of electronic
music. With this new form of dance music, the DJ’s skill-set and creative role continued
to grow and develop from that of a live and improvisational real-time remixer and
compiler of playlists, to creative author. This growing role of the DJ created the potential
for the commercial exploitation of what was then a largely underground rave scene,
eventually bringing it into the mainstream.

Using new sequencing, sampling and synthesiser technology to create both in the studio
and in a live setting, DJ’s began to release compilations of original creations as well as
mixes of other artist’s material. Initially unofficial or independent label releases, works
by popular DJ’s were absorbed into the mainstream record industry by the 1990s.

J'his shift in the role of the DJ caused a number of problems from a commercial and
marketing point of view. The anonymous persona of the DJ placing emphasis on the
dance floor rather than their own performance was not conducive to the established
industry model. As a result, there emerged a new type of performer often termed the
“superstar” DJ.

The superstar DJs performed on stage at music festivals or commercial raves, with their
persona becoming a centre point for commercial marketing. In a paper entitled Scratching
out Authorship, (39)the evidence of this changing role of the DJ/producer is
demonstrated through an analysis of promotional material. Commercial endorsements of
new 'prosumer' DJ equipment and the over-hyped promotion of commercial raves placed
the DJ as a celebrity personality at the centre of a new branch to the commercial live
music industry.
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As further discussed in chapter four and five, this transition to stage performer continues
to present problems for the DJ, however, for the purposes of this chapter, the
development of the DJ as a stage performer demonstrates the importance of live
performance as a means of affording audiences a sense of artist presence and aura which
cannot be mass-produced.

Throughout the most dominant years of the record industry, live performance remained
an important ingredient of success,. Though there have been examples of artists who
could rely solely on the income from sales of recorded music in the so called golden age
of the record industry, the live performance remained important not just commercially,
but as a means of connecting with audiences in a more direct and authentic manner.

A new reliance on live performance:

At the time of writing, the record industry is widely regarded to have reached its peak,
bringing about changes in the role played by live performance in popular music. Falling
sales and the damaging impact of new information technologies have set about a decline
in the modes of production and business models established in the record industry
throughout the twentieth century. (41)

The most significant change has been in a loss of essentially exclusive control over the
reproduction of recordings by record companies, identified earlier in this chapter as being
the cornerstone of the sector's economic might. Beginning with the mp3 revolution,
multiple possibilities have opened up to anyone with access to a computer to copy and
redistribute music digitally, undermining traditional control of modes of production,
distribution and promotion.

However, for artists and musicians, the rapidly changing industry has caused formerly
reliable sources of income and working methods to change significantly. Though it is still
debated to what extent file sharing and other forms of digitally enabled piracy have
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contributed to the recent financial decline of the wider record industry, the emergence of
new information technologies have coincided with an undeniable shift in the balance of
power within the industry, changing how and where it exploits creative output.

A revolution in digital information technologies has opened up opportunities for artists to
self-promote, distribute their music and interact directly with fans and peers around the
world like never before. Seen by many as the beginning of a new web-based musical
utopia, (42) this era of creative independenee and self-direction would enable musicians
and creators to free themselves from the dominance and control of the old music industry.
However, though many examples exist of innovative artists who succeeded in riding the
wave of technological advancement, monetising the artistic endeavour of recorded
content in the information age remains problematic for the majority.

A new digital autonomy for artists in terms of distribution and promotion now means
there is more direct competition than ever before. This has presented a new problem for
audiences as traditional filters provided by the old music industry are by-passed.
Frequently, the onus now lies with the artist to grab the attention of their audience and
rise above what is now an extremely crowded playingfield.

As the record industry struggles to maintain its traditional role, attempting to innovate
with a smaller share of a smaller pie, the pressure on artists to self-promote increases,
with little promise of financial return from recordings that audiences continue to
consume, but for whieh they are much less inclined to pay.

In contrast, the live music sector has experienced growth to the point that in the UK, the
live music sector passed out the recorded music sector in terms of value to the economy
at the end of the last decade. Though this fact doesn’t necessarily indicate a rise in
profitability for artists and performers themselves, it does represent a significant change
for the live music sector, which previously largely existed as a servant of the record
industry.
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As the traditional structures for funding artists recorded output change, the live sector
becomes a vital life-line for commercial and artistic survival. However, a sudden reliance
on the live music sector is neither a smooth transition nor is it a simple readjustment.

Though the possibilities for commercial exploitation of popular music are seemingly
endless, it is becoming increasingly clear that historical developments and previously
established approaches in the live and recorded medium as discussed in chapters one and
two must be updated and adapted. Though the live music experience is in demand and
valued by audiences, barriers still remain in terms of fully connecting with approaches to
live performances developed at a time when the recorded medium ruled supreme.
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Chapter 4 - Culture, new instruments and invisible orchestras: new modes of
performance.

In this chapter musicianship will be examined in terms of perceptions of skill, artistic
expression and authenticity in live performance. The role of the instrument or interface
will be discussed in terms of it's physical gesture- based communication of musicianship
and skill, as well as the role played by cultural understanding in its effectiveness as a
performance tool.

As earlier chapters have identiHed, the rapid development of live and studio technologies
has resulted in new roles for the live and recorded medium, creating two artistic
disciplines which depending on the approach may or may not share personnel,
technologies, artistic content and aesthetic qualities. However, the development of the
recording studio as a centre for creativity and experimentation has resulted in an often
dramatic divergence between traditional codes of live musicianship and methods of
studio composition and creation. As discussed in chapter two, translating live
performances to the recorded medium was an early concern of the record business and
recording professionals. However, it is clear that the reverse is now of primary concern.

With a strong commercial demand remaining for live performance today, meeting this
demand, and maintaining it, requires a careful consideration of the means by which
studio creations are translated to a live performance setting for maximum audience
enjoyment. At a basic level, this may simply present difficulties for instrumentalists in
performing musical passages live which were originally conceived by editing their live
performances in studio together, meaning instrumentalists may struggle to perform live
what their audience expects to be within the musicians competency.

On a more complex level, this process may involve recontextualising compositions
created through the extensive use of editing, sampling or any number of other non real
time or automated creative studio processes in a live performance that communicates
skill, entertainment, authenticity and uniqueness. These qualities must be easily
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perceptible, engaging and critically, in keeping with audience expectations most often
founded on a familiarity with the performers recorded material.

NIME;

An acronym for ‘new interfaces for musical expression*, NIME refers to a relatively new
strand of multi-disciplinary research which aims to both identify and solve problems
relating to the performance of music through non-traditional, electronic or electro
acoustic methods. (44, 45) while preserving vital performance cues, degrees of skill and
vehicles for clear communication between performers and their audience, the
development of new performance tools and methods would allow performers to take
advantage of new artistic possibilities presented by technological advances,.

NIME researchers view new approaches that incorporate and build on traditional means
and definitions of musicianship as being vital for the growth and perhaps survival of
musical performance.

Developments in computing, digital signal processing and many other areas have resulted
in opportunities for sonic creativity and musical reproduction which fall far outside the
parameters of traditional understandings of musicianship and performance. As the means
of producing sounds, composing, arranging and reproducing them has become more
disconnected from the laws of physics and beyond perceptions of‘natural’ human
capability, audience interpretations of the performance become ambiguous.

Major problems identified in NIME research include the decrease in easily observed
cause-effect relationships in musical performances along with performer exertion,
mobility, expressiveness, demonstration of skill and the risk of error. Along with such
problems comes an overall lack of fluidity, integration and transparency in the display of
control elements of a performance. (49)
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Firstly, clear cause-effect relationships or a lack thereof can be a major contributing
factor to an audience's understanding and appreciation of a musical performance as well
as their evaluation of its authenticity. In the world of acoustic instruments, hitting drums,
bowing strings, blowing into wood-wind or brass instruments and other playing
techniques are most often easily observed and easily understood physical actions which
when coupled with a players skill result in a recognizable, consistent and identifiable
sound. On a basic level, an audience member sees a large instrument and expects a large
sound, whereas a small drum or flute may be expected to ‘sound the way it looks”.

However, many modern performance interfaces, and approaches to live performance,
distort this observable and easily understood cause-effect relationship due to a number of
factors.

Particularly in popular music, the studio-oriented development of many technologies,
their artistic use and compositional process do not result in a smooth translation to the
live environment. Certain aesthetics allowed in studio creations by synthesisers, drum
machines, sequencers, samplers and processors are not only technically challenging to
reproduce in the live environment, but may also have a cumbersome and unclear causeeffect relationship, which diminishes the audience's appreciation of the performance’s
“liveness”. Later in this chapter we will see how this problem has been further
exaggerated by the rapid transition in recent years of studio technologies, means of
synthesis and other formerly hardware based studio tools to the software environment of
generic computing interfaces.

Secondly, the question of performer exertion, expression, skill and the fragility of a
performance have been identified by researchers as key points for consideration when
designing new instruments. During live performance, the movements of the musician
either directly or indirectly related to their playing technique send strong visual messages
to the audience, enhancing the communication of emotion or intensity, demonstrating the
instrumentalist’s efforts.
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On a very basic level, the example of a drummer or percussionist can be used. Whether
playing particularly hard in a frenzied fashion or comparatively gently, these two
scenarios present the audience with very strong visual cues, not just describing the causeeffect relationship of the sounds creation, but by transmitting the emotion and energy
being put into the performance through body posture, facial expressions and other
movements which often occur subconsciously.

The problem of musician mobility is also linked closely to exertion, presenting a number
of problems for musicians, audiences and new instrument designers. Free movement can
be an important factor in enabling expressiveness and the related displays of exertion,
however the interfaces of many technologies used for creative purposes in the recording
studio are often ill equipped for real-time cause-effect rich performances, let alone
mobile, expressive and high energy ones. Electronic by definition, these new
technologies have been developed for studio standards of connectivity, and most often
require mains electricity. I hese aspects of interface design, functionality and intended
use do not lend themselves to expressive musicianship or mobile performance
environments.

Finally, the control mechanisms over performance parameters afforded by many current
interfaces once again do not translate well from the studio to the live environment, due in
part to the relative insignificance of real-time control in modern recording studio
processes.

The piano keyboard for example is a familiar performance interface that was adopted as a
means of controlling early synthesisers. With the later development of the MIDI protocol
for electronic instruments, the keyboard controller became a popular interface for
operating all kinds of synthesisers, potentially controlling any number of sounds or
processes. (51)

While hugely beneficial in a creative studio context, this popular method of control
remains relatively limited in satisfying the requirements of live situations. Keyboard keys
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provide sensory control information relating to key velocity, pitch and other common
parameters, however adding further degrees of control for a performance may quickly
become cumbersome, distorting the cause-effect relationship between the performer, the
instrument and the sound produced. This dilemma of increasing elements of control to
take advantage of new technological and sonic possibilities is also seen in the world of
augmented instruments, as discussed later in this chapter in relation to the electric guitar.

Problems relating to live sound reinforcement explored in chapter one are also highly
relevant to the area of new and augmented instruments and their elements of control. As
previously discussed in chapter one, centrally controlled live sound reinforcement
systems take important elements of control either entirely or partially out of the hands of
the those on stage, greatly affecting vital interactions between individual musicians, the
audience and the ensemble as a whole. As a result, there are significant strands of NIME
research dedicated to new exertion powered instruments, independent of conventional
power sources or connections, which would also contain their own means of
amplification.

Although the problems identified and theories put forward by such research raise
important points relevant to popular music, the commercial and mass appeal orientation
of popular music as discussed in earlier chapters would seem to create a different set of
requirements when compared to many projects developing new instruments, many of
w hich concern the augmentation of instruments from the classical music canon.

Ultimately, the adoption of new instruments in popular music and the willingness to
address problems identified in NIME research are highly dependent on economic,
cultural and historical factors in it’s development as a form of commercial entertainment
art.
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The case of the laptop performer:

As previously discussed, technological advancements in computing, signal processing
and resulting techniques have led to the elimination of the constraints of the physical
world for creative artists and performers. As a means of producing new sounds, textures
and creative aesthetics, these new processes have become an integral part of almost all
styles and sub-genres of popular music.

From sound recording, editing, manipulation and sequencing, to sound synthesis and
control systems, digital computing has gradually become the vital component of most
new hardware interfaces, control systems and new instruments. This rapid growth of
computing technology accelerated by its affordability and flexibility has now resulted in
the large scale migration of technological musical processes, methods of sound capture
and reproduction to software environments. (52)

The proliferation of personal computers in the developed and developing worlds now
mean possibilities for musical creativity that were previously embodied in expensive and
often inaccessible hardware environments, now lie within the easy reach of the average
computer-literate digital citizen.

While this shift from hardware to software processes presents new flexibility and
opportunities for creativity, it also presents one of the greatest potential threats to
establishing a clear understanding between performers and their audience. I’he dilemma
of the laptop performer has been discussed by many scholars, and its problems are highly
relevant to popular music.

Similar to tape music performance methods pioneered during the twentieth century by
electro-acoustic artists, laptop performances involve the play-back and manipulation of
edited sounds, synthesized timbres, or any number of studio originated processes, the
recreation of which would be impractical or completely impossible to achieve by the
artist in real-time.
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However, this performance scenario presents a number of problems in relation to the
appreciation of its authenticity as a live real-time event and unique performance. Though
many artists use physical control surfaces and other physical devices, most often the
laptop is the centre of on-stage activity. Though these control processes can allow for the
creation of unique performances containing elements of improvisation, response to
environment and the possibility of human error, the extent of this control and how it is
achieved can remain extremely unclear to the audience.

As a performance interface, the laptop is not very appealing to the audience, and as a
physical object it does not offer any particular visual cues or cultural value with which
the audience can create associations between the object and the sounds it produces, fhis
is due in part to the very fact that the computer is capable of producing almost any sound
or performing any task. As an extension of'this concept, as a visible object the laptop
essentially appears no different to any other laptop computer which audience members
may associate with their own office work, recreational activities or countless other daily
functions.

Gesturally, the laptop does not present any strong performance cues. The audience
invariably struggles to link the performer's minimal hand movements on a laptop's
mouse pad and the sonic results due to the near infinite flexibility and unknown nature of
the parameters in the performer’s software environment.

The laptop interface also presents problems in terms of the performer’s communication
with the audience due to a necessity to focus on the computer screen which is not visible
to the audience, as well as the relatively immobile and physically static nature of its
operation.

From the performer's point of view, problems also exist in the normal orientation of
music performance spaces. Situated on a stage before an attentive audience, the laptop
performer is not in an ideal position to hear the performance. As discussed in chapter one.
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due to industry standards of centralised control, the performer must rely on listening back
to their performance on a separate set of speakers or headphones on stage, creating a
further barrier between performer and audience due to the lack of a shared sonic
perspective.

Furthermore, laptop performances present inevitable difficulties in the audience’s ability
to perceive skill in the performance. What is truly live, and what is pre-recorded or pre
arranged most often remains unclear. Whereas with a traditional instrumentalist, the score
is understood to reside somewhere in the musicians memory, with opportunity for
improvisation, the existence of the score in the software domain is problematic.

In traditional instrumental performance, there is possibility for error in recalling the score
and the fragilities of performance are often obvious, such as the possibility of a violinist
misplacing a finger, a drummer dropping sticks or a guitarist breaking a string. With this
opportunity for error, coupled with the easily observed cause-effect relationship of the
musician’s movements to the sound created, the audience can appreciate the mere
completion of the score as a triumph. Additionally, through improvisational elements and
variations in expressiveness, the performer’s creativity can be observed in real-time.

In contrast, in the laptop performance, the existence and nature of the score is unclear,
fhe margin for error as far as the audience are concerned may simply lie in the
computer’s ability to successfully play back a previously prepared arrangement of
multiple voices, textures and layers which the audience understands to be of the
performer's creation. The audience is left without any first-hand real-time proof of the
performer's skill, other than to try and associate the performer's actions on the laptop
interface with an audible result.
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This evaluation of the laptop as a performanee tool relates heavily to the balancing of live
performance and studio processes today. The use of backing tracks, sequencing, other
automated elements and the creative application of certain technologies by live sound
reinforcement personnel as discussed in chapter one may all contribute to a blurring of
the audience's perception of skill, authenticity, excitement and uniqueness in a live
performance.

The DJ and the role of culture:

Though many theories put forward in relation to new interface design and live
performance raise important questions highly relevant to popular music, the important
role played by cultural processes in the acceptance of performance interfaces and
associated techniques may often go unrecognised.

Much NIME research focuses on dealing with the universal aim of maximizing the
inclusion of the audience in the performanee process as well as focusing on the
performanee as a real-time event. However in popular music the aura of the performer,
the audience's prior exposure to the performer and their skills through cultural processes
are highly important.

fhe DJ's emergence as a live performer was examined in chapter three from a
commercial point of view. However, the DJ’s performanee has not ever existed solely as
a means of providing presence at an event for commercial gain. The skill and
performance tools of the DJ in a live real-time performance have become understood by
audiences through cultural processes along with their accepted role as cultural taste
makers.

Universal acceptance of the DJ as an authentic musician has been somewhat problematic
in popular music, due in part to a wide range of approaches to performance among DJ's
and other electronic musicians. However it can be easily shown how the use of certain
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tools and interfaces for performance are not only accepted but become marks of
authenticity for the DJ and their audiences.

As previously discussed with regard to laptops, the ambiguous presence or absence of an
understood score by the audience can lead to problems in their acceptance of a
performance as being authentic and skilful in its execution. However, DJ performance, an
art entirely founded on the play-back of pre-recorded material, overcame these
difficulties of live performance, gaining acceptance as a skilled performer among a
considerable popular audience. With the turn table as their tool, the art of the DJ was
understood as one requiring skill in providing a cohesive and continuous stream of music,
mixing records, balancing or blending sounds and forming play lists with dynamics that
responded to and enhanced the experience of the audience.

fhe rise of the electronic music producer as described in chapter two also gave rise to a
live performer often included under the umbrella term of DJ, whose tools included drum
machines, records and turn tables as well as digital samplers and effects. Combined with
the commercial demand for the “super star DJ" as discussed in chapter three, this meant
ever larger audiences were being exposed to a new breed of performer.

In a paper by an Australian researcher which surveyed and analyzed dance music culture
in the city of Sydney, (56) the role of cultural processes and the association of certain
tools and techniques with authenticity were examined in terms of the ways in which they
inlluence how an audience receives and interprets a live performance medium. The paper
specifically focused on the growth in digital distribution of recorded music, as well as the
digitisation of performance tools and interfaces in the live dance music scene.

Fundamentally based around the play-back of existing reeorded performances, it could be
expected that DJ performances would present problems similar to those identified in this
chapter's previous discussion of laptop performance. Instead, it appears such problems
were overcome in the past through a combination of certain positive attributes of
common DJ tools and the cultural understanding of their use. However, as DJ culture has
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moved over to digital technologies, the same problems of laptop performance begin to
emerge.

As familiar performance tools such as turn-tables, vinyl records, mixing desks and other
hardware interfaces were abandoned in favour of digital technologies, the understanding
and perceived authenticity of live performance in dance music culture begins to break
down. The absence of physical cues such as the swapping of records or the sight of the
performer's hands busy on the controls of their hardware equipment mean the lack of
observable skill and risk of error result in the distortion of cause-effect relationships,
resulting in a less credible performance.

Comparatively well-informed and accustomed to the overt use of playback technology
and processing in live performance, even niche dance audiences struggle with the
replacement of technologies and techniques which previously were the hallmark of
authenticity and craft of their genre.

However, interestingly, the impact of digital distribution of music and the dominance of
digital media have also contributed to problems in the live performance of dance music
just as its live performance revolved around the physical medium of vinyl records, dance
cultures high regard for records survived and even flourished through the dominant era of
the compact disk. However, the proliferation of web based forms of music distribution
and sale have began to erode this element of the genre’s cultural identity.

The record store and the medium of vinyl provided a link between performers and
audiences, as well as a cultural institution around which dance culture revolved.
Similarly, in night clubs, performers could present new material and new ideas to
audiences, testing them in the live environment. The migration of these cultural processes
to the internet have changed a vital balance with virtual communities now providing the
quickest and easiest way of hearing new music and presenting new ideas.
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This increased access and elimination of physical boundaries may well be viewed as a
positive development in many ways, however it may also serve to further erode the role
and cultural value of live performance. In the ease of eommereial danee music, the DJ’s
function as a taste maker, a professional music researcher or eolleetor aeting as a filter for
new ideas and sounds for audiences is less certain with the existence of web based
eommunities and tools which may fulfil many of the same funetions.

Though by no means rendered obsolete, this example of the DJ’s ehanging and somewhat
vulnerable role in danee culture today demonstrates the difficulties in adopting new
perforrnanee interfaces, as well as showing the functions of cultural processes in creating
an understanding of purpose, authenticity and skill between performer and audience.

This example of danee music culture demonstrates how the new immediaey and low cost
nature of digital distribution of reeorded music has the potential to eliminate the role of
live music as a medium through which new musical ideas are first presented, road tested
or showcased. As a result, with the advent of these new cultural norms of music creation
and distribution, there is a need for artists and musicians to evaluate what role live and
recorded music fulfils for them in an artistic, promotional and economic sense.

The Eleetric guitar:

A very early and highly suceessful example of an augmented instrument, the electric
guitar can present a useful example of an interface whieh sueeessfully blends the
attributes of a traditional aeoustic instrument and an eleetric instrument, providing new
possibilities for performers, continuing to engage popular audiences long after its
invention. (57)

As a performance interface, the electric guitar offers performers a direet link between
their physical actions and resulting electrical signals, which over the years have been
manipulated in many different ways. Though often bearing little resemblance to the
sound of an aeoustie guitar due to various effects and processors, the link between the
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player's actions and the sound produced has a clear and well understood cause-etYect
relationship for the audience.

The relationship between the player, the guitar and its peripheral devices such as the
instrument's amplifier are generally well understood by audiences. For example, the use
of feedback techniques, pioneered by rock musicians like .limi Hendrix have an
observable cause-effect relationship as musicians move their instruments and bodies in
front of their amplifiers, modifying the sound.

fhe possibility of failure, error, and a general fragility in performance are also easily
understood by the audience, with the possibility of simple playing errors or the breaking
of a string. More extreme examples like the intentional breaking of the instrument or the
potential blowing of amplifiers have become understood culturally, adding appeal and
excitement to the aura of the instrument. The relative freedom afforded to players in
terms of movement allows for physical, expressive and exertion filled performances that
provide strong visual cues to the audience, further enhancing the authenticity and
demonstration of skill in performance.

Despite these positive attributes, the electric guitar is by no means a perfect example of
an augmented instrument. F^erhaps owing to its longevity and the enthusiasm for those
playing the instrument to innovate, the range of peripheral signal processors, external and
internal along with additional interfaces available for the guitar have grown and
diversified incredibly. However their implementation has not always been seamless.

Beginning with the instrument amplifier, the modern electric guitar cannot simply be
considered as a stand alone instrument interface, but an often complex network that at
very least includes the instrument, its amplifier and the connections between the two.
Though initially used to simply make the instrument louder, the amplifier alone has
grown to include any number of augmentations to the signal, the most simple of which is
amplifier distortion or overdrive.
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Though musicians have successfully developed ways of visibly interaeting with and
skilfully eontrolling elements sueh as distortion with built in volume eontrols on their
instruments or through the manipulation of electrical feedback as discussed previously,
other extended playing teehniques are not so easily controlled or smoothly integrated.

Guitar pedals and peripherals are wide ranging in their affeets and their interfaee, but at
the very least, they present an often eumbersome addition to the playing teehnique and
cause-effeet nature of the instrument, despite being relatively well understood by
audienees. Other innovations such as divided piekups, which can convert piteh to midi
notes expand the sonic possibilities available greatly, though they are limited to
expressing piteh and note velocity.

Perhaps most interesting in the success story of the eleetrie guitar in popular musie is the
cultural understanding of and regard for the instrument in terms of its symbolie nature
and its visual appeal. 1 he eleetrie guitar, though present in an extremely wide range of
popular, experimental and even elassieal musie styles is most strongly associated with
rock music.

As the genre's primary instrument, the eleetrie guitar beeame a piece of iconography and
a cultural symbol associated with rebellion, freedom of expression, innovation and many
other cultural ideals and trends. (58) Due to its eleetrie output, new instrument designs
were not subjeet to the restrietions of aeoustie instrument design. Without a need for the
body design to amplify the instrument’s sound, the designs of solid-body eleetrie guitars
added a stylistie dimension to the instrument’s appeal.

Futuristie designs and highly eustomisable appearanee have helped eapture the
imaginations of audiences, enhaneing performer authenticity as audiences eome to
associate eertain instrument designs with eertain kinds of players or partieular playing
styles. (59) Hollow-bodied electric guitars for example are often associated with jazz or
eountry genres of musie, while roek and metal genres are often assoeiated with more
futuristie or angular approaehes to guitar body design or finish. Though these designs
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may also influence the sound of the instrument, with certain guitars sonically suiting
some genres over others, these design aspects provide important cues and added aesthetic
appeal for audiences.

Furthermore, despite the fact that guitar pedals and processors may be considered a
clumsy extension of the instruments capabilities, their control and selective use are
culturally understood and considered a skill in their own right. Guitarists such as the
Edge of U2 (60) or American band Rage Against the Machine's Tom Morello (61) are
icons of popular music, renowned as much if not more for their mastery of extended
playing techniques and the use of guitar effects than traditional playing technique.

Through cultural processes and the iconic stylings of certain guitar equipment, the
electric guitar and all associated technologies have become an important element of style
and extension of skill in live performance.

With the use of pedals and other effects, the guitarist on stage often takes into their own
hands, or feet in this case, the control of artistic effects and embellishments which in the
domain of the studio and producer might usually be out of the musician’s control. Many
electric guitarists therefore present us with an example of live, stage-based musician
control of the kind of effects which may otherwise be the territory of sound engineers.
Importantly, such use of effects can often migrate seamlessly between the live and studio
environment, forming part of the instrumentalist’s capability independent of either
medium.

fhe Korg Kaoss pad:

The Kaoss Pad is a performance interface originally designed with DJ’s and electronic
musicians in mind that has grown to hold a unique place in the wider sphere of popular
music. (62, 63)Though it may never achieve the longevity or iconic status of the electric
guitar and its associated paraphernalia, through a combination of simple design.
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recognisable styling, flexibility, favourable publicity and the inventiveness of notable
users the Kaoss pad has captured the imaginations of performers and audiences.

As a piece of technology the Kaoss pad does not offer any particularly new or ground breaking features. However, the combination of novel manipulation of onboard effects
and its potential for connecting to countless other sound equipment via midi means that
the Kaoss Pad is a flexible yet easy to use interface, associated by audiences with
otherworldly sounds, known for transforming, augmenting and warping the performances
of some famous users.

Shortly after its release, the Kaoss Pad first intrigued audiences in performances by the
hugely popular British band Radiohead, who had just shocked their fans and popular
culture at large with their dramatic change of direction to electronic instrumentation and
techniques. The Kaoss Pad also saw widespread use by guitarists and other
instrumentalists in the following years, perhaps most publicly the front man with British
band Muse, who had a smaller model of the Kaoss Pad installed in his electric guitar.

The beat F^oxer and live musician F^eardyman has also brought the Kaoss Pad to public
attention, using a number of the units in his performances to layer and affect his voice,
creating entire improvised sets that range from electronic mash-ups to covers of songs by
the Beatles. (63, 64)

To this end, the Kaoss Pad may have had less of a cultural impact on its intended DJ or
dance oriented market than many other styles of popular music. Perhaps due to its easy
integration and ease of use, the Kaoss Pad provided a starting point for many rock
musicians and non DJ’s in the more extreme side of live electronic manipulation. Its
stand-alone nature and its styling make it recognisable as an instrument in itself, despite
the fact that many interfaces or software packages may well achieve similar if not better
results given the correct application.
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Another aspect of its use in popular music worth pointing out is a tendency towards its
integration as some what of a novelty item, for occasional use, with just a small few
notable artists using the interface as a central component of their live performance.

The Kaoss Pad strikes a balance between usability and physical cues that succeeds in
communicating the performer's skill in manipulating sound for the audience in a very
basic way through movements on what is essentially no different to a laptop computer’s
mouse pad. Nevertheless, the interface has had competition from other control interfaces
and effects units, many of which may well have been more innovative or sonically
superior, but most of which failed to gain the high-profile status the Kaoss Pad has
enjoyed in popular music. If nothing else, as an example of a new performance interface,
its success thus far is testament to cultural processes, visual appeal and usability, the
combination of which have won it a special place in popular music performances of the
past decade.

fo conclude, research into new interfaces for musical expression identities many aspects
of musicianship and its communication to the audience, which may hold the key to
advancing the artistry and impact of live performances. However, with specific examples
from popular music, this chapter has shown the importance of audience understanding
and the role of cultural processes in the acceptance of certain codes of performance,
techniques and interfaces.

For popular musicians and creative artists, the continuing existence of tangible
musicianship is vital. Its survival will depend on live performance tools and new
approaches which will aid artists in changing the emphasis and redefining the role of live
performance from being a simple part of one-way traffie from studio to stage, to a role of
primary importance.
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Putting the tools and techniques usually associated with studio composition within reach
of the live performer in interfaces that appeal to and gain the understanding of audiences
will enrich future musicianship, similar to the ways in which some interfaces discussed in
this chapter have already succeeded, achieving admiration, cultural authenticity or even
iconic status.
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Chapter 5 - The state of the art: modern perspectives on live performance

Having identified the need to re-evaluate balances of studio aesthetics and live
performance elements over the previous chapters, this chapter aims to assess the state of
the art relating to live performance in popular music today. Taking in a wide range of
examples examining a number of artists and their approaches, this chapter will aim to
present a view of how today’s performers deal with issues identified throughout this
thesis.

Though popular music may cover a hugely diverse and often specialized range of genres,
a number of selections from the wide range of examples researched for this thesis aim to
demonstrate the kind of variation present today in approaching the question of live
performance and musicianship. These examples will be analysed in terms of the technical
approach to live reproduction of recorded material, the choice of performance interface
and methodology, as well as potential problems in audience interpretations of those
choices as being authentic codes of performance.

Firstly, three examples of high profile performances from acts of differing genres at a
popular music festival in 201 1 will be examined, comparing and contrasting their
approach to performing on such a large scale in terms of audience numbers as well as
cultural, artistic and commercial importance.

Secondly, a more general overview of modern approaches and attitudes to live
performance aesthetics will be presented, citing a diverse range of artists for whom the
interaction, demonstration and communication of creativity, skill, musicianship,
entertainment and authenticity in live performance differ greatly. These examples will
cover the role of sound reinforcement personnel, the use of sequencing, signal
processing, machine control and various types of pre-recorded content from the
performer’s point of view.
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Finally, perceptions of authenticity in live performance will be examined from an
audience perspective, attempting to evaluate how certain established and emerging
approaches to live performance are understood in a cultural sense. Continuing on from
previous chapters, the audience demand for live authentic performance and the various
factors that inform audience definitions of the same will be evaluated, identifying current
trends and possible future consequences.

Analysis of three acts from the Glastonbury festival 2011:

As part of the research for this chapter, television coverage of a number of music festivals
(66-68) was analysed along with more low profile music events personally attended.
Three of the headline acts from the 201 I Glastonbury Festival were specifically chosen
as they provide a useful contrast with regard to their approach to live performance as well
as their stylistic differences.

Media reports of these artists live performances (69-75) and audience reactions were also
sampled online to gain an insight into the impact of these performances. Furthermore, as
much information as possible was sourced with regard to the technology used and the
general organisational elements in these artists’ performances. (76-81 )Differences in each
act's approach to visual elements, the demonstration of skill, and use of sequencing,
recorded or sampled content, use of signal processing as well as their general approach to
the musical content and arrangement of the show was analysed.

The three acts performances must also be contextualized in terms of the Glastonbury
festival's signiTicance in the pop music world, not just in its native UK, but on the world
stage. (81,82) Such performances are a valuable means of analysing the cultural standing
of codes of live musical performance as they are on a mass scale, and aside from the
commercial gains for such performances, festival headline slots are widely regarded as
being a significant opportunity to gain a high and lasting profile. Distinctly different from
a ticketed show to an act’s own fans, a festival headline slot requires an element of wider
appeal and encourages artists to show off the fullest extent of their prowess as authentic
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musicians and performers. This element is further enhanced by the important role of
television and other media at such events.

The three headline acts from Glastonbury being examined in this chapter are pop artist
Beyonce, widely regarded as being one of the most significant forces in American R and
B music in the past decade, (84) The Chemical Brothers, one of the defining live acts of
British and world dance music, (85) and Coldplay, a multi-platinum-selling rock band,
considered to be of a mainstream appeal with an extensive back catalogue of hits
spanning four hugely successful albums. (86)

Firstly, there was a definite importance placed on lighting and other visual effects for all
three headline artists. However, the specific role of this visual spectacle element, which
seems a necessity and almost standard practice for such high profile acts today, seemed to
differ in terms of focus. F^eyonce's visual performance elements were clearly high
priority, particularly with regard to the number of performers on stage. The all-female
band, backing dancers and back-up singers appeared to form an important visual
statement beyond their musical function.

The Chemical Brothers had another approach, with visual elements that were sequenced
to their performance on stage, which itself attracted relatively little attention, with the
exact activity of the two-man ensemble on stage unclear given their setup of hardware
synthesisers, sequencers and mixing desk. In this sense. Chemical Brothers present a
conflict. With a performance intended to completely focus on the sounds, without
particularly strong physical cues as to how the music was being created onstage, their
projections and lights in many ways took centre stage.

In the case of Coldplay, lights, lasers and pyrotechnics were still involved, often
punctuating proceedings to complement the dynamics of a performance, but remaining
predominantly as a complement to the musicians' activities onstage. Though this is
similar to the use of non-musically related visual effects used by Beyonce, the overall
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visual elements beyond the musicians performing on stage were not emphasised as
strongly.

This approach to the visual element relates heavily to the communication of skill and
instrumental ability in the performance. In the case of Beyonce, the singers own vocal
virtuosity and all-round physical abilities as a performer were clearly highlighted.
However, despite the exacting performance of the musicians in her band, there was an
obvious use of samples and sequenced play-back material throughout, perhaps indicating
the role of the band as being one primarily aimed at providing a layer of authenticity
through their musicianship on top of the studio play-back with which audiences would be
familiar.

A pre-determined and carefully choreographed set, this performance left little room for
any obvious improvisation, and clearly, very little room for mistake, as even pauses for
speech in the middle of certain songs seemed to continue in time to a click track in the
musician’s in-ear monitoring systems. As interviews with band members suggest, playing
with Beyonce involves fitting in with a greater whole, with the musicianship subservient
at all times to the greater needs of the spectacle. The control of play-back elements off
stage means that the onstage musical director is in constant wireless connection with
fellow musicians and many off-stage, resulting in an unusual technologically enabled
dynamic between personnel on and offstage.

In contrast, as previously described. The Chemical Brothers performance on stage was
somewhat unclear in terms of easily discernable cause-effect connections between on
stage activity and the sounds being produced. Subsequent investigations into the duo’s
performance techniques and equipment suggest that they use a large amount of sequenced
material, with the ability to shape the performance in real-time by the use of effects and
by playing certain synthesiser elements live. The band also seems to include the actual
mixing of the live set from stage, a job usually undertaken by a dedicated sound mixer off
stage. However it is again unclear what degree of control sound reinforcement personnel
may still have over the performance.
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I'he result of this is an audience focused on a stage with performers who are certainly
controlling elements of the sound with skill and room for improvisation, but the exact
means and extent of this control remains ambiguous. It is interesting to observe that
within dance music genres this is often a point of interest, as fans enjoy speculating as to
the band’s live methodology, sharing photographs of equipment and sharing opinions.
From research carried out for this chapter, it would seem that The Chemical Brothers
play to this mysterious element of their set somewhat by making very little known
publicly about their approach to live performance.

Despite being largely sequenced, variation is evident requiring great on-stage
understanding and a strong system of feedback relating to w'here and how' they begin and
end tracks along with the ways in which they build dynamics within their continuous set.

Different again was the approach of Coldplay, whose set largely consisted of the four
band member's musicianship, with an emphasis on their on-stage communication, and
the very obvious existence of a high degree of control over the whole performance in
terms of improvisational elements and dynamics. Strong physical cues of interaction
reinforced the idea of ensemble musicianship, with the musicians turning to each other
for certain cues when reaching a crescendo and other similar moments.

Though it would seem certain elements of the performance included sequenced material,
keeping this at a minimum seems a priority for this act on stage. This can be seen in the
use of an extended percussion kit by the drummer to provide bell sounds and other
sounds heard on recordings. This would seem to be confirmed further in interviews with
their sound engineers, citing the use of over eighty live inputs to the mixing desk for the
four piece band in a single live show.

The sequenced or play-back sections that were obviously present in songs raised another
interesting point. In a handful of songs, small keyboard parts could be heard, which were
either play-back or performed by a hidden musician. However, the band’s singer and
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keyboardist would have easily been able to play these simple parts, showing perhaps that
the band chose instead to use these elements in play-back, sacrificing some of the
‘liveness' of the performance for the lead singer’s mobility.

However, the generally low-key role of play-back throughout presented a clear
opportunity for human error. This possibility of failure and mistakes was seen in the
band's false start to one song in their set, which instead of appearing like a disaster was
laughed off by the band whose singer appealed to the audience to forget it was a
professional concert and to pretend they were simply practicing. Though a basic turn of
humour, this small element in the show may have served to reinforce the strong existence
of cause-effect relationships in the performance, perhaps resulting in a more authentic
and sincere feel about the musicianship on display. Interestingly, the band has previously
openly admitted mistakes which could perhaps have been hidden in a similar fashion in a
number of other high profile performances.

With regard to the creative use of the live sound reinforcement system, the probable
existence of sequenced material in all three performances points to a need to include
elements from studio versions of tracks. In the case of Beyonce and Coldplay, digital live
mixing consoles enable the easy integration of signal processing and industry standard
digital plug-ins. As The Chemical Brothers live set as already mentioned includes many
tools most often associated with studio production as primary performance interfaces,
they too place a heavy emphasis on reproducing studio aesthetics and sonic clarity in the
live environment, albeit with vastly different tools and methods.

While The Chemical Brothers’ live performance revolves around the processing and
arranging of sounds, Coldplay’s guitarist relies heavily on the extended possibilities of
the electric guitar, pedals and modular guitar signal processors, controlling an important
element of the band’s sound for which he is highly regarded. (87) His extensive use of
delays, overdrives and other augmentations of his guitar effects are a fine example of
musician- controlled signal processing, which would seem to migrate with relative ease
from live to studio environments and back again.
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I’he greater role given to play-back elements in the performance by Beyonce would
appear to have eliminated the need for the on-stage musicians to handle the augmentation
of their own performances, beyond perhaps the use of some effects by the electric
guitarist and musical director. However, the footage from Glastonbury clearly shows the
drummer had a hybrid setup of acoustic drums and electronic pads, though it is unclear as
to what extent these were used throughout the performance.

Despite the possibility of triggering sampled content from the electronic drum pads, it
seems unlikely that the ensemble would rely heavily on such a system for the clearly
audible electronic percussion throughout the performance as there was already an
obvious use of play-back for additional vocals, instrumentation and guest vocalists parts,
all taken from studio versions for much of the set.

A prominent feature of the signal processing used by the live mix engineer in Beyonce's
performance was the application of liberal amounts of delays to the singers lead vocal, far
beyond the subtlety of any such effects applied in her studio recordings. It appears that
these effects are applied to create a larger than life sound, even on certain passages of
speech.

On the subject of speech, both Coldplay and Beyonce struetured their performance to
include addresses to the audience between songs, whereas the Chemical Brothers set was
arranged as one continuous stream of music. Where Beyonce and Coldplay differed was
the communication between band members, with Coldplay members speaking to each
other between songs, and oceasionally during songs as a means of providing eues for
beginning songs or introdueing new musical elements.

In contrast, beyond introductions and references to the musicians aimed at the audience,
Beyonce's set seemed to carry on a pre-determined course, with little spontaneous or
unscripted interaction between the singer and band members.
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Though it can be assumed that a set-list was prepared for Coldplay's set, the added
element of communication between the musicians provided more cues demonstrating the
important live elements of musician interaction and spontaneity.

The set-lists chosen by each act provide us with another interesting insight into their
approach to performance as well as a perspeetive on the role of these particular live
performances for the artists in question. The Chemical Brothers set consisted entirely of
original material, and as might be expected from a live electronic act, the live
performance often altered the structure and sonic make up of the familiar studio material.

Beyonce's set consisted of a blend of songs from the singer’s own solo career, her
previous group, as well as some covers. As previously mentioned, the guesting of other
vocalists on some of the singer’s most popular songs meant playback was used, rather
than altering the version, or including the featured artist in the performance. This shows
an interesting loyalty to the studio recordings, d'he set also consisted of a medley of songs
by other artists, some intertwined with original material. For the most part, any changes
in interpretation from studio versions of songs resulted in the shortening of the song.

In the case of Coldplay, the headline performance consisted almost entirely of original
material, bar a seemingly improvised short version of Louis Armstrong's ‘What a
Wonderful World’ by the group’s front-man, the lyrics of which were changed to
sympathise with the crowd in the muddy conditions of the festival site. Alterations to
songs within the set weren't prevalent and mostly amounted to slightly lengthening
passages of songs and creating more dramatic dynamic contrasts. The band’s front-man
also made a joking apology for performing new material in a set which contained a wide
range of material from the band’s career so far, as well as more recent releases.

In terms of set-listing, it seems The Chem.ical Brothers and Coldplay chose to showcase
their own compositions new and old, focusing the performance on showcasing their own
creativity. Though this is partly true of Beyonce’s set also, the inclusion of other artist’s
material, altered versions of songs, and the loyalty to studio versions that required the use
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of pre-recorded guest vocalists, it appears as though such live performances are a
showcase of the singers vocal ability and prowess as an all-round entertainer as much as a
creative artist or composer.

Additional artist perspectives:

Having examined a large number of artists, across a wide range of genres and differing
popularity, similar trends to those identified in the previous section can be identified. The
approach to visual aspects and the demonstration of skill, the use of sampled, sequenced
or play-back material and the extent to and means by which signal processing is
employed are key areas in defining live performance approaches.

In terms of electronically orientated acts, there is a blurring of the lines between
definitions of musicianship and performance. Electronic music is often associated with
producers in a studio setting, however this term might translate to the live environment in
any number of ways. There has been a need identified by many for clearer definitions
between I)J sets, and more instrumentally-inclined performances often referred to as live
PA. (88, 89) These definitions are not always clear for audiences, and may not meet
expectations for an authentic live performance.

Visually, electronic artists deal with live performance in a great number of ways.
Particularly on larger stages, many popular electronic artists speak about competing with
the rock band, a fundamentally familiar and easily understood performance format for
most audiences. Electronic acts such as the British bands The Prodigy (93) and Pendulum
(94) for example supplement their performance with live drums, guitarists and other
musicians along with a setup adapted from their primarily electronic studio equipment.

Pendulum openly admit a conscious decision to plan for such live shows. Identifying live
performance as being increasingly critical for success, the band's founders, who made
their name on the electronic scene now view the incorporation of live instrumentation as
a vital way to bring energy, variety and credibility to live performances. This ethos has
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carried through to their approach in studio, with the band producing with their live act in
mind.

Many electronic acts that choose to perform using their electronic equipment or laptops
on stage seem to accept the difficulty in communicating such performances to audiences,
particularly on a large scale. Ambient music pioneer Aphex Twin often makes reference
to preferring the traditional role of the DJ as being on the same un-elevated level as the
dance-floor, stressing the inevitable difficulties of an audience focusing on a stage to see
an electronic artist perform. (95, 96)

As seen with the example of the Chemical Brothers previously discussed, visuals and
lighting may play an important role for many as the artist attempts to focus on the sounds
being created rather than attempting to communicate the means by which they are made.
I lowever, at the higher end of electronic performance, other artists have aimed to please
larger crowds with custom-made stage setups that serve as both physical/visual props and
performance spaces. (97)

Perhaps the first popular example, French electronic duo Daft Punk’s pyramid (98) saw
the two musicians housed on stage in a high-tech pyramid, with many controllers as well
as a limited number of synthesisers. The inside of the pyramid acted like a network hub
for the performance, with the band member’s controllers connected to racks of equipment
and custom- built computers off stage. The duo had control over elaborate lighting
systems as well as their musical equipment. Coupled with their robot costumes this
created a novelty visual experience garnering high praise.

Similarly, turn-tablest and producer DJ shadow performed from his 'Shadowsphere' on
recent tours. (99) This on-stage pod acted as a control hub and a visual projector, with
video cameras providing the audience with glimpses of the artist at work on his various
pieces of equipment and laptop throughout his performance.
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For many pop and rock acts, such stage props are considered gimmicks. Flowever, other
performance elements sueh as dancers and lighting are common in pop performances as
discussed already in the case of Beyonce. While many pop acts use play-back elements
and/or extensive proeessing to recreate something close to the familiar album sound,
conventional rock bands have often strayed away from this approach.

For most, the edge in live music continues to lie in the display of skill and the unique
performance, with the differences to the recorded medium being a vital element of
authenticity.

For electronic artists, this may mean the deconstruction of studio recordings into loops
and samples which are recompiled and manipulated live, along with the skill of
performing using hardware interfaces such as analogue synthesisers, drum machines and
samplers. In the hip-hop world, the Akai MFC sampler, usually a studio tool, has recently
come to public attention in a number of high profile performances, earning a new
reputation as an authentic live performance tool. (100, 101)

The performance of live electronies has also come to wider public attention with the
crossover and experimentation of many mainstream rock groups with new technologies.
As mentioned in chapter five, rock group Fadiohead shocked fans by embracing
electronic music techniques at the beginning of the last decade, exposing mainstream
audiences to electronic performance for the first time. Since then, the band’s live
performances have consisted of a vast hybrid set of tools, mixing the familiar elements of
rock music with analogue synthesisers, midi controllers and laptops. (102)

Radiohead have focused on performing all elements live for the most part, with the
occasional use of pre-recorded loops, triggered in real-time by band members, rather than
relying heavily on sequencing. The band’s live-mix engineer reports of the challenge in
mixing the wide-ranging material of the Radiohead live set which draws from an eclectic
selection of albums with very partieular sonie signatures as well as vastly different
technologies (103, 104)
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It could be argued that bands such as Radiohead that move from conventional rock setups
to ones involving more electronics provide a stepping stone for audiences to gain an
understanding of new codes of musicianship. The sight of familiar heroes putting down
guitars and moving to synthesisers, drum machines and other electronic equipment may
encourage audience understanding and inspire a new generation of musicians, ready to
include live electronic elements in their performance.

However, for others, authenticity is still marked by live performance using familiar
instruments and human controlled processing. The New York based trio Nerve have
gained a reputation as a skilled live drum and bass act, recreating the genres trade-mark
cut-up beats and heavily electronic sound with a more conventional ensemble of drums,
bass guitar and keyboards. (105) The band emphasise the use of analogue equipment and
acoustic drums as a mark of authenticity, yet keyboards which are normally associated
with electronic music and digital technology are also an accepted part of the band’s setup.

Nevertheless, with a background in improvisational and free jazz, these musicians give
the genre a new authenticity, exposing it to new audiences. Included in the
improvisational element of the act is the role of their live-mix engineer, who manipulates
the performances of the musicians on stage in real-time, adding to the complexity and
interactive nature of the performance.

Of all performance ensembles, the conventional rock band setup and variations on it
remain a format against which many new live acts incorporating various levels of
electronics are measured. Thanks to the popularity of the electric guitar along with the
basic cause-effect visual cues of drum sets acoustic and electronic, it would seem in
popular music, rock ensembles are regarded the peak of authentic and engaging live
musicianship.

However, it appears the sonic limitations of the conventional rock ensemble mean its
days as a dominant format in the live arena may well be numbered, due in part to the ever
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increasing artistic role of studio processes. As a eonsequence, there has been a back-lash
against the perceived ‘overproduction’ of rock records, stretching as far back as the late
1980s.

Highly involved studio production methods such as extensive multi-tracking, editing and
even the use of computers are abandoned by many rock bands and certain engineers,
many of whom champion the use of magnetic tape and other analogue equipment as
being authentic and a mark of musicianship. Shying away from software proeesses and
other creative studio teehniques, musician-controlled elements for sonic innovation and
sound shaping are emphasised, in keeping with culturally understood attributes of rock
musicianship.

In 201 1, the hugely popular Ameriean band the Foofighters released a studio album, the
promotion of which featured a heavy emphasis on the use of analogue tape for the
album's recording. (106)

fhe association of such recording techniques with authenticity seem to promote
recording as a purely documentary process, which as discussed in chapter two often
seemed all but abandoned. Though recording methods and tools such as the use of
analogue tape and analogue processors may colour the sound greatly, this is viewed as
being organic and in keeping with the aesthetics of rock music. Therefore, the role of the
studio process for such acts employing older technologies and methods is to further
enforee the message of live ensemble musieianship, skill, character and instrumental
ability, minimising the role of studio post-produetion and editing.

The beat boxer and live electronic musician Beardyman discussed briefly in chapter four,
presents a fresh approach to the question of balance between live performance and the
recorded medium. Creating entire improvised sets for audiences by building up layers of
loops, effects and samples in real-time, Beardyman succeeds in presenting the kind of
layered approach to production common in modern recording studios in a live
environment at break neck speed. The authenticity of the performance is enhanced further
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as almost all sounds originate from the performer’s mouth and vocal chords, manipulated
through a series of familiar and visually appealing controllers.

Beardyman also focuses on explaining the technologies behind his performance live and
through his strong online presence, always emphasising the real-time improvisational
element. (107) Another unusual aspect to this artist’s approach is his well documented
reluctance to create studio recordings, (108) focusing primarily on live performance.
Helped by a vast array of videos of live performances and other promotional material
online, this artist attracts a consistent audience to his live shows, clearly eager to
experience a unique inclusive and inventive atmosphere. Instead of focusing live
performances on recreating something born in the recording studio, Beardyman uses his
highly flexible performance setup and unique vocal skills to create a body of work which
can only be vastly different with each new venue, audience and performance. With such
an ethos, it is not difficult to see why recordings might serve little purpose or be of little
creative interest for the artist.

Audience perspectives:

Though it is important to examine the choices and factors influencing how musicians
approach live performance, the audience ultimately remains the deciding factor. In
popular music, whether an audience deems a performance to be of value or authentic is
key.

As mentioned in earlier chapters, the cultural understanding of performance techniques
and interfaces, along with audience expectations must inform artistic decisions as well as
the choices of those designing new technologies.

Throughout previous chapters the increasing dominance of the recorded medium as a
creative art has been highlighted, meaning the majority of technological developments
centre on recording technology and new tools for creative composition.
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At the same time, the concept of DJs playing records in night clubs became familiar, with
new genres such as hip hop developing using recorded music as the building blocks of
new styles and sounds. The use of play-back in the live environment was now becoming
more and more common place, though it wasn’t until the 1990s that large-scale
performances heavily featuring play-back oriented content were being promoted as live
music events.

It is difficult to quantify how audiences really feel about the use of play-back, sequencing
or other forms of live performance. However, many fundamentally electronic-orientated
artists whose studio recordings are familiar to audiences continue to choose to include
elements of live instrumentation in their stage performances.

Layered production techniques, a desire to include collaborations of absentee guest
vocalists and an overall loyalty to the recorded version as an authentic original
necessitate the use of play-back meaning audiences are often unsure as to what elements
are being produced by the musicians on stage. This fact is reHected for example in online
threads concerning Fieyonce’s performance at Glastonbury (109) or the live setup of the
Chemical [brothers, which feature fans and others attempting to figure out the details of
the performances' iiveness’.

Interestingly, audiences continue to react negatively to artists who are caught explicitly
miming their live performances using various technologies, the use of which is deemed as
being dishonest. Public outrage at such performers who are seen as cheaters have
occurred in popular culture since the 1980s and up to today. (110) Just last year, a news
story eventually deemed a scandal relating to the use of pitch correction in the television
talent show x-factor demonstrated the regard for live and unaltered musicianship among
popular audiences. (Ill)

While the use of pitch correction was deemed an outrage on a television talent contest,
many popular artists such as the American group the Black Eyed Peas use pitch
correction liberally both in studio and live settings. (212, 213) Paradoxically, the band’s
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main creative force and producer has been documented critieising the ease of software
pitch correction techniques, which the band openly use. while emphasising and
demonstrating the intelligence required for using other hardware based electronic voice
manipulation techniques such as keyboard eontrolled vocoders. (114) Clearly feeling the
need to publicly defend the authenticity of the band's approaeh, these examples are
symptomatie of an general audience not yet fully at ease with the overt use of such
performance manipulation.

Another interesting case in 201 1 coneerns DJ Steve Angello, who was seen miming the
finale of his live DJ set at a recent music festival. (115) In response to the outrage, the DJ
stressed the necessity of resorting to play-back as it allowed the sequencing of an
elaborate light-show and visual Unale. As this example demonstrates, in many modern
live performances, the demonstration of skill and musicianship may come second to the
wish for the best possible live sound, often liable to lose out further in favour of visual
elements.

fhe lower prioritisation of musical performance has been noted in other previous
examples, with electronic artists in particular choosing to provide a full visual experience
to large audiences, rather than re-imagining their approaeh, systems of control and tools
of expression. Visually oriented performance setups which have little to do with the
generation of the performanee on-stage may amount to little more than a temporary
solution, as performers are still left with the ehallenge of eommunicating complicated
performances using studio oriented tools which fail to engage audiences in of themselves.

Furthermore, as diseussed in the example of Beyonee’s appearance at the Glastonbury
festival, the inelusion of live musicians may well add to the authenticity and visual appeal
of the performance, complementing the solo artist as the centre of attention. However,
with an already obvious use of play-back elements, it is reasonable to suspect that in such,
a performance were there anything to be omitted, the musicians might very well be the
first to go.
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Though previous examples have dealt with commercially successful artists, many of the
issues discussed so far may be of even greater importance to those starting out on the
road to making a career in popular music. On one hand, recording technology and
computer based production methods are more accessible than ever in terms of
affordability and usability. However, for all the possibilities present to create, record and
distribute content, the money and the real prise of cultural authenticity is elsewhere.

If primarily focused on the recording process with little consideration of live
performance, the up and coming artist cannot afford the kind of elaborate visual elements
as discussed previously to engage audiences. Consequently, successfully communicating
musical ability, skill and authenticity in a live setting is arguably more vital for up-andcoming artists than the now outdated singular focus of recording oriented creativity.
While super stars like Beyonce, Coldplay and Chemical Brothers may be able to attract
audiences simply by the fact of their presence and audience familiarity with multi
platinum recordings, at the other end of the spectrum, engaging audiences with
performances rich with creativity, improvisation, expression and a clear communication
of musicianship, a new generation of performance oriented artists will flourish
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Chapter 6 - Demonstrations of select performance principles:

In this chapter, a number of demonstrations prepared for this thesis will be discussed
detailing the performance principles employed and the ways in which those principles
relate to issues discussed in earlier chapters. Using relatively standard equipment and
limited resources, the demonstrations present a number of ways in which varying levels
and definitions of musicianship can be introduced into live performance, changing the
dynamic between the live and recorded medium.

An evaluation of each will assess the strengths and weaknesses of the particular
performances presented for this thesis, as well as describing ways in which concepts
employed could be further enhanced or combined to produce further variation and a
greater impact.

All demonstrations were created and /or captured using a simple digital audio work
station setup and other standard equipment, (see technical notes page 125) The
demonstration footage provided on the data DVD accompanying this submission is
intended to represent a rehearsal setup as a means of demonstrating the musical results
and skills required for the various approaches to performance displayed, with further
commentary describing how techniques and skills employed would translate to a live
performance environment.

Demonstration one: (see Fia. I pa^e 126)

In this demonstration play-back material was employed, using the exact multi-track
session and software instruments from a studio creation complemented by acoustic
drums. It presents an extreme example of following playback and an associated
metronome click-track, where elements of the original programmed drums from the
studio version were played by a musician, with other elements of electronic percussion
remaining within the play-back.
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This rigid adherence to play-back requires the following of the score to be the primary
focus of the musician, though playing through a section which should not contain drums
will create an obvious gap in dynamics and a clear error, unlike playing to a score from
memory with an ensemble of musicians. This example uses the isolated example of a
single instrumentalist following a metronome and play-back. However, it exaggerates the
way in which such approaches largely eliminate responsibilities in presenting additional
cues, either musical or visual for other musicians.

fhe use of play-back in combination with live musicians was referred to earlier, in
chapter five, while discussing the singer Beyonce's live performance . In an interview
with the singer’s live drummer, the point is made that with such a performance scenario,
mistakes are not so easily compensated for and absorbed into the performance through
the reactions of other musicians, who in other performance settings may feed off a
mistake. Furthermore, the introduction of personalised monitor mixes and the need to
prioritise a click-track to follow play-back elements greatly affects the interaction of
musicians.

From an audience perspective, in the demonstration being discussed, beyond the acoustic
drums there is no cause-effect relationships and little room for improvisation, which is
limited to the drummer’s choices in following the pre-determined score. Aesthetically,
this example replaces some exact sampled sounds used in the songs with that of this
particular drum kit and player, allowing variation. However, with this added live element,
the programmed drums as part of the songs sonic identity are changed due to the
drummer’s own input and the inherent differences in the texture of the acoustic sound.
For a potential audience, this setup live presents little different in terms of content or
sonic aesthetics from the recorded version, other than the amplification of the sound and
the variations in some of the rhythmic content and it’s texture.

The drummer demonstrates skill in playing, easily observable through the strong causeeffect cues of the instrument and the ability in following the pre-determined score, but
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this is not interactive or likely to add significant entertainment in the sense that it is a
one- way process from machine to man.

Demonstration 2: (see Fitz. 2 page 126)

This example follows a similar template to demonstration one. However, midi control of
software instruments aims to introduce stronger cause-effect cues into the performance,
added variation and an element of musician interaction. Isolated headphone mixes were
still employed, however these were a matter of choice due to the high sound pressure
level of the acoustic drums, and no click-track was sent to the headphones. Rather than
creating a mix balance for each set of headphones, they were fed with an overall mix,
essentially presenting the same perspective as the potential audience.

Software instrument tracks named “filter groove" and “bouncing lead" (see figure 2 in
appendices) are now controlled through midi by electronic drum pads and guitar feeding
a pitch to midi converter respectively.

The use of a hybrid drum kit setup allows almost all percussion elements in the
performance to be triggered by the drummer. Additionally, within the software, an
automated filter is applied to some of the triggered drums.

A lead synthesiser part is controlled from an electric guitar, which is a familiar
instrument to audiences, though many may not associate it with triggering such
synthesised sounds.

The nature of the lead synthesiser, chosen in the compositional process without
consideration of live performance, requires precise timing and presents little room for
error, as it triggers an arpeggiated sequence rather than individual notes. As a result, the
synthesiser is locked to the tempo of the song, thus requiring great care in triggering to
keep the sequence in time with the other instruments. However, as demonstrated in the
recorded performance, something similar to single notes can be generated by triggering
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small portions of the arpeggiated sequence, presenting an example of the musicality and
new sounds that can be introduced through a combination of live triggering and
automated sequencing, further discussed in demonstration three.

In the performance captured for this demonstration, errors are present and there is a clear
potential for interaction between musicians, particularly with regard to dynamics, but in
other areas also. However, the performance is still largely sequenced, and though there is
live control of certain elements, it may not always be clear to an audience exactly which
elements are discussed. This is a common problem that arises when performing layered
electronic compositions live, as discussed with the example of Chem.ical Brothers in
chapter five. Though there is control of a synthesiser, the multiplicity of instrumental
layers in the play-back arrangement might serve to eliminate the impact of the real-time
control, as audiences may become confused as to what is being played live.

fhis may be remedied if additional musicians controlling other instruments were added to
an ensemble. However, due to the number of instrumental parts, some of which are only
involved for small passages throughout the piece, this may often prove impractical and
inefficient. Even still, were more elements to be controlled live, the relationship of the
players’ actions to the sounds they control may remain unclear. However, as in this
example, if the musician's movements and gestures were dramatised in a stage
performance, this may create a clearer communication of musician control.

A technical concern worth mentioning due to the sensitivity of the pitch-tracker meant
triggering the synthesizer from the guitar became difficult as the arpeggiated synthesiser
if slightly triggered could sound extremely out of place melodically with the slightest of
movements on the guitars strings. The care required to avoid this made a loose and
gesturally rich performance difficult. While the sensors could easily have been adjusted
to be less temperamental, this would have required sacrificing dynamic range and overall
expressiveness. This presents first-hand evidence of why such issues relating to triggers
control and sensors are a primary concern of new instrument development.
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Demonstration three: (see Fitz. 3 paize 126 and F'm. 6 page 128)

In this example, the same composition was deconstructed, with a number of key melodic
themes and entire sections of the piece mixed down to audio stems or samples. These
were then loaded into a software view' w'here they could be arranged into rows and
columns of cells and assigned midi triggers. This kind of arrangement view is common to
a number of modern music software applications, allowing the easy auditioning of sounds
or a flexible and intuitive means of creating arrangements, fulfilling a similar function to
hardware samplers.

This particular setup allowed control over individual rhythmic and melodic phrases as
well as entire sections of instruments from electronic drum pads and electric guitar. These
phrases and entire sections were set to loop immediately once triggered with most
consisting of four bar sections. I'he software was set so each sample would retrigger
whenever the midi note controlling it was played, allowing the rhythmic stuttering affects
and rapid swapping from sample to sample heard in the performance.

Furthermore, though each instrumentalist was assigned control over their own phrases
and sections of the composition, the control mechanisms of the software were arranged so
that certain elements triggered by one instrument could cancel out elements triggered by
the other and vice-versa. This was included to demonstrate a dynamic that would be
essentially impossible to create with real instruments, with one musician having the
ability to completely interrupt the actions of the other musicians, allowing for a back and
forth interaction between musicians.

Though not controlling any individual notes, this system of control allowed a unique
arrangement of the song in real-time, created by the combined actions of both
instrumentalists who firmly have overall control of the entire performance. Similar to the
approach of many electronic musicians, this demonstration added the strong cause-effect
cues of electronic drum pads and to a lesser extent electric guitar to communicate the
real-time arrangement and interaction.

-
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Similar to demonstration two, this approach could have been further enhanced in a live
environment by the musicians exaggerated actions, or the use of other physically obvious
forms of triggering. Also in common with demonstration two was the required precision
and possibility of errors, of which there were many in the captured performance.

Due to the human triggering of the samples and their internal adherence to the original
tempo of the composition from which they were sourced, if a drum loop from one
musician and melody line from the other were triggered at a slightly different time, the
loops would play awkwardly out of time, though the possibility of correcting this was
made possible in the ability to retrigger samples. This skill of real-time triggering without
quantization is referred to in research relating to the bands Radiohead and the Prodigy,
fhe retriggering of samples in this fashion creates a distinct quality of its own, which was
not present in an alternative method of synchronising the performance in demonstration
four.

Combined with the use of loud speakers at a pleasing volume and the omission of a
metronome, this approach afforded an overall freedom conducive to improvisation and
interaction.

Demonstration four: (see Fitz. 4 patze 127)

Employing a similar approach to deconstructing a recording to audio stems and samples
of key elements, this approach used a different system of triggering to that of
demonstration three within the software environment.

Samples were locked to a tempo, with their triggering quantized to the nearest eighth
note, forcing synchronization of sample play-back. Furtherm.ore, the midi notes assigned
to samples in this case did not restart the sample when activated, with alternate key
presses starting and stopping the loop instead. These loops were conformed to tempo
such that if triggered half way through a bar, the loop would also start two beats into its
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four beat cycle. This didn't allow for the stuttered restarting of samples similar to that of
demonstration three, instead allowing the creative cutting in and out of samples which
had a pleasing effect of its own. Again, unlike demonstration three, no samples were
arranged in such a way that any one cancelled out another, allowing added layering of
melodic and rhythmic passages.

fhe use of a midi keyboard for triggering samples and the software control mechanism
demonstrates a somewhat less physical cause-effect relationship between the
arrangement, with less possibility for errors. However, this particular performance along
with that captured for demonstration three shows a lack of familiarity with such
compilation-based performances, with many passages drawn-out and others less
cohesive, inferring the unique skills required in such approaches.

Select channels of audio were routed to and back from guitar affect processors,
augmenting the performance with the creative use of hardware, presenting visual cues for
signal processing. This could have been further enhanced with added physical control
over elements being sent to the affects, rather than having a predetermined set.

This example shows the skill and margin for error in such a creative use of processing.
Pitch shifting of drum affects, the melodic tuning of delays and other manipulations can
be heard throughout, contributing to a highly varied and entirely improvisational
interpretation of an original studio recording.
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Demonstration five: (see Fitz. 5 pane 127)

rhe opening minutes of this demonstration consist of performance of the composition
from which samples were taken for demonstration four. This performance rigidly follows
the recorded arrangement of the song, recreating the recording's layered guitar textures
through the use of live looping.

fhe use of isolated headphone mixes for each musician did not involve the use of a click
track or other play-back. Simply fed with the signal from the guitar, this headphone mix
was chosen as a matter of preference due to the high volume of the drums in the room,
providing a more comfortable listening experience. This use of headphones is again a
solution to the common problem, particularly within rock ensembles, of competing
instrument volume as discussed in chapter one.

fhe demonstration of skill in this performance lay not only in the ability to play-back the
score, but the use of guitar looping. Setting the start and end of loop-points requires
precision timing, and as in passages of this captured performance, when minimal errors
are made, the performance may become problematic in terms of ensemble cohesion.
However, live looping has become an art in itself, with many skilled practitioners and
their ensemble members highly adapted to its requirements.

Though many other live looping devices are rich in features enabling the storage of
multiple loops or the quantization of loop start and end points, this particular device's
parameters allowed the manual setting of loop start and end points, the layering of
overdubs on a loop, reverse play-back and the ability to double or half play back speed.

The creative use of all parameters are demonstrated in a number of ways throughout the
latter portion of the captured performance, consisting of an improvisation centred on a
number of pre-determined key themes, highly dependent on the failures and successes of
the loops captured and resulting improvisation.
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This performance could have been improved with added preparation, which would not
have relegated the drummer to a role of simply following guitar parts. Though this
demonstration was stripped down to the bare minimum in terms of instrumentation, such
a setup could be combined with the approaches of demonstrations one to four in any
number of ways.

Live looping presents an elegant if somewhat limited alternative to the use of pre
recorded and sampled content in a live setting. Clearly demonstrated to the audience, the
creative use of looping can introduce a perception of authenticity that may be
unachievable among certain audiences with the use of pre-determined samples. As in this
demonstration, live looping can allow a possibility of error that is clear to the audience.

Combined, for example, with the creative routing of performance elements to hardware
equipment used in demonstration four, selected elements or entire sections of real-time
performances could be sampled, looped and manipulated live in real-time, fhis approach
could combine the strong physical cues of live musicianship with the possibilities
presented in methods of deconstruction and the improvisational potential of sample based
performances showcased in demonstrations three and four.

To conclude, these live demonstrations present some of the possibilities afforded by
relatively standard and affordable technology in bridging the gap between the rigid
adherence to a template set by studio compositions and the unique interactions of
authentic live musicianship. Illustrating the impact of greater musician control and
responsibility, the demonstrations present an example of the development of performance
mechanisms in keeping with key ingredients of authenticity and entertainment identified
in previous chapters. Despite often lacking expert-level familiarity with some of the
approaches displayed, it is intended that these demonstrations clearly prove the many
advantages of such codes of performance and the ease at which they can be achieved in a
manner that is compatible with established artistic, commercial and cultural norms of
popular music.
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Conclusion:

In this thesis, the state of musicianship in popular music has been presented as a balance
between artistic possibilities and the potential of technologies that enable them in serving
the needs of live performance.

The impact of technology on popular music as an art form was presented through an
examination of live sound reinforcement on one hand and the recording studio on the
other, illustrating the artistic drivers which lead to the creative and cultural dominance of
the studio recording. 1 lowever, due to it's unique cultural role and innovations, the live
music industry not only survived but nourished throughout a period which was shaped by
the economic and artistic dominance of the record.

Now, in an era of great change in the economic and cultural functions of the studio
recording as an artistic commodity, the live music industry becomes a primary focus for
survival and growth.

1 lowever, tilling the void left by a formerly dominant record industry cannot be achieved
by simply re-working balance sheets or re-focusing budgets to replace the sale of
recorded music with that of concert-tickets and merchandise.

While the musical recording will undoubtedly remain of significant cultural importance
as a convenient means of accessing and communicating artistic ideas, it’s current position
as an authentic original on which live performance remains reliant as an aesthetic
template must not only be questioned, but relinquished. The role and nature of live
performance must be re-imagined, positioning the creative, skilful and entertaining
presentation of real-time musicianship as the cultural and artistic overlord to the static
and infinitely reproducible recording.

With new tools of authentic expression. Enriched by cultural understanding and infinite
creative possibilities, popular music can ride the wave of technological change toward a
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performance oriented future, founded on new and better informed approaches to
creativity and musicianship.

-
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Lawrence White interview:

Lawrence White is a live and studio engineer who’s vast experience has seen him
working in studios and venues in his native South Africa as well as being head of sound
in the Cork Opera house in Ireland, a post he held until 2010. These roles have seen him
work with some of the finest musicians in the world in a range of genres on top of his
own experiences as an artist and performer. The following is a transcription of an
interview recorded in July 201 I

Q: Aside from its purely functional aspects, what do performers expect from live sound
reinforcement systems and the people operating them?

A: What people expect is becoming more and more hi-ll. Live shows are trying to almost
pander to the expectations of the audience, trying to replicate the album material, so its
getting more and more complex, which is quite difllcult in some regards.

Balances change dramatically with a change in volume for starters, so in a live situation,
the subtlety just isn’t there anymore.

If you're a straight rock band, then live, some of the subtleties you may have had on the
album can be dispensed with, however, if you are a band that revolves around those
subtleties and layering and textures and you need to try to get them all in, you’ve a much
harder time pulling it off, no matter how many banks of samplers or things you have on
stage, at those volumes.

Q; What differences do you see in bands that have their own live engineer versus bands
that rely on the house crew, particularly in terms of creative use of processing etc?

A: As an example, in a show I was working, a British band Florence and the Machine had
their own engineer, their engineer was very good - I forget his name, and he was very
much in tune with this kind of rock pop sound. He was using Avid venue, so he was
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using all Protools plug-ins, so all the effects on vocals and processing on drums etc that
they had in the studio. Everything was very compressed and very slick, but 90% of what
you were hearing was the processing. The band were fine, they were slick and well
rehearsed and on time, but it was mediocre in terms of impact as a result.

On the other hand there’s this Irish band from Dublin, they come in, they have their
synths and their sequencers, a more complex setup than anything Florence and the
Machine had. So they said take this synth - turn it up turn it up, and it would get to the
right level, and the same with all the others, and as long as they stayed at that
proportionate level everything was fine, and bang off they went and they were great.

Q: So they’re relying on hearing whatever you play back through their on stage monitors
to play along with the sequences and tracks they’ve prepared?

A: Yeah, they had a couple of laptops, and what looked like an old Roland sequencer, but
they had a lot of sequenced stuff whether it came from the laptop or the old sequencer,
but they had obviously paid enough attention to it that they could work around it
perfectly with whatever queues they had in it that they were ok. 1 don’t know about other
bands, but there are probably plenty that couldn’t do that, and you know the way things
are, there are plenty of musicians in bands who might have had very little to do with
making a record and wouldn't be able to do the same.

Q: How does this work out from the audience perspective when bands do this kind of
sequenced setup, or a processing heavy setup?

A; to be quite honest its one of those questions as an engineer you always wish you could
answer and step away from the board and listen with a fresh pair of ears from a fresh
perception. I think some people know there is make-up on this, some people don’t know
and some people just don't care. On the extreme, you have the eighties thing where bands
lip-synched and everyone was outraged, and at the same time you have very respected
bands like rush who make no bones about using sequencers - you know, Neil Peart puts
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the big headphones on and off they go, and they just say, look we can’t possibly do all
these parts live.

1 don’t think it’s a problem with pop music or rock music so much, of course if you go to
see an orchestra and the string section is mimed, well that's different! I think a big part of
the problem with audience expectations is cinema sound. It’s a personal opinion but I
think similarities between a concert experience and the ‘everybody in a dark room’ thing
with cinema, people have partly come to expect that kind of hyped clarity and largeness
of cinema sound from a band playing.

Q: How about in terms of musician interaction. How do you view the role of engineers in
mediating relationships between musicians as well as with the audience?

A: With a lot of new bands, there are certain songs with certain instruments that you’ll
emphasise for an on stage monitor mix but also for the audience outside, but really out
front it should Just be the on stage band sound... but for that people ride faders a lot in
certain genres.

If you get a straight up old-school band like Blind F^oys of Alabama, once you have the
sound balance, you just walk away. It varies quite a lot. but what I have noticed, the
younger the band, the more they want compression. Until they learn what they’re small
dynamic range translates to when amplified God knows how many times, they just don’t
have the experience that older bands seem to have in that regard, so often the solution is
compress everything and leave them at it.

Q; What do you think of the idea of musician controlled monitor mixes, or even the front
of house? Do you think new technologies might make that a norm as there is such a
difference between what bands might hear on stage and what the audience hears today?

A: This is another thing I’ve noticed with young inexperienced bands. If your playing a
small venue which young bands are used to, essentially your hearing the PA. However,
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when they come to a large stage, you might be miles from the drummer and they are
thrown by that. The first thing they do is ask for a bit of everything. When you have six
or seven mixes on stage with a bit of everything, they start asking for things to be turned
up and it’s a kind of horrible mono mash of sound.

But, as bands get more and more familiar with large stages, they learn to pick up on the
instruments they need, so they actually end up asking for less and less in their monitor
mix. And none of them want to hear the front of house mix. Of course you have certain
band members that just don’t like another member and want them shut out, but that’s
another matter entirely! Sometimes they just don't want to know someone exists!

Q: Do you think this presents a problem if the band aren't hearing what the audience
hears?

A: If the end result is the audience hearing a band in a way that they’re happy with, then
that is tine. If the band are happy and the audience are happy I think there isn't a need for
an ethical debate.

When you get up to large scales, although now often you have in -ears and that's great,
but on large stages the timing delays between instruments for example creates all kinds of
timing issues. Sometimes on stage sound is simply too slow!

Q: How do you view the role of new technologies which seem to merge the studio and
live process to an extent, like digital mixing consoles enabling the use of software plug
ins common to studios? And what of musician control, do you think musicians will start
controlling more of the signal processing on stage?

A; It has always been accepted that the band handles their sound and the engineer handles
the echoing of said sound! But seriously, there are examples of vocalists that control their
own effects on stage, back as far as the late sixties or seventies. I think its nicer to have
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the band take care of everything, but when you have certain styles of records, I just don’t
know if its possible.

Add to that laptops look so terrible on stage, but for some people its ok. In the seventies it
seemed ok to see a reel to reel on stage, but laptops jus aren’t cool, but some bands just
don’t have a choice.

Q: A lot of electronic artists will make up for the complexity of their studio creations, and
the problem of reproducing it live by deconstructing it into loops and samples. What have
you noticed with bands who create something through creative studio processes and
haven’t necessarily ever achieved it or thought about how to achieve it live?

A: I’ve always believed that a live version and studio version are separate. One has to do
with your mechanical ability to play, so there is a display of your capabilities, except of
course with Indie bands starting with the punk era of bands who almost flaunt the fact
that they can't play too well, fhe other process is more cerebral, and its not so much
about the playing. Once you’ve recorded a song, its just a recording of the song and it
shouldn’t define how its played in ten years time.

When these issues do arise, like when there is an eight bar section that the band just can’t
pull off, what I’m most often noticed is things just get loud! 1 thought I was mad fifteen
years ago using forty tracks or something, but bands I work with now are going over one
hundred tracks, and it’s a case of trying to whittle that down. However, most of this is
subtle texture, and things that going back to the first question aren’t coming through in
the live environment, so it can be made up for easily by maybe banging it out with a few
slightly fancier bar cords.

Of course, often bands will leave out a section. But all of this is unnecessary, though
somewhat unrelated, the better the song, if it is a really well written composition, it can
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be stripped down. If you have a song that somehow really works, its fine, but if it is
fundamentally weaker then you begin to need the embellishments

Q: What about the cross-over in personnel between live and studio. With the technology
becoming similar, will the definitions between live engineers and studio engineers
become less important?

A: I think there are a lot of developments in this respect. Some musicians have had a
relationship where the same engineer does live and studio stuff. But I think it is very
helpful that the two meet a little more. ! also think that being able to record live wath
these systems can bring about an exciting time. We could have bands going back to
writing on the road, possibly even using versions recorded in performances as the basis or
studio works.

Having an engineer like an additional musician of course is heavily dependent on the
financial situation. A band like Radiohead, there's no way of pulling it off if you don't
know what is coming. If you have a bread and butter blues bad, you can set up and leave
the venue and it will be all fine. So it will always entirely depend on the particular band
so its not likely to become an overriding trend.

Robin Rennwick interview:

Robin Rennwick is an electronic artist and producer who performs regularly on the Irish
electronic scene.

Q: What term would you use primarily to describe yourself as a musical
creator/performer e.g. producer, electronic artist, DJ, musician, electronic musician, live
PA, etc.

A; have never really thought about concrete definitions, but I would imagine electronic
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artist would be most apt for me personally - though obviously in a musical context.

however in this day and age, 1 would have thought that electronic artist is more an
umbrella term that should (if they are any good) include ones ability to DJ, perform LIVE
PA's, produce music and (at a push for me personally) be interpreted as a 'traditional'
musician and even create or at least appreciate and understand all form of traditional and
digital art.

Q: Why would you choose this term and how would you define this term as being
distinctly different to other possible terms? Do you think these definitions can be
confused leading to problems in the promotion/reception of live performances? I.e. an
audience may expect a live performance with synths and other elements but gets a DJ or
laptop set.

A: electronic artist just seems more all encompassing, covers a lot of bases, and is
definitely, in my view, an umbrella term.

J'here is confusion in this respect. For me live performance is just live performance - and
that includes DJ's, but that is not the case for everyone. For me there are two distinct
types of DJs - ones that select and play songs (perhaps more like a Radio DJ) and ones
that perform using their decks as an instrument. But not everyone, and perhaps more
pertinently, not every genre sees it this way.

I think the confusion may have started with the release of the software Ableton LIVE suddenly everyone who used it at gigs could advertise that they were playing a LIVE set and it wasn't lying - more a play on words. However in my view there is a stark
difference between a proper LIVE PA and a "LIVE" set. Although both are still live
performances, just within a slightly different framework.

Q: Do recordings play an important role in your musical life. What function do
recordings fulfill - are they a work of art/something you hope to monetize that is of value.
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a way of capturing and imagining ideas textures or emotions, a means of
communicating/presenting your musical ideas to others on mass in a way that is not
possible with live performance, promoting/attracting interest in your live performance
etc.

A: I guess by recordings you mean tracks? For me tracks are disposable, apart from the
odd song that really touches me emotionally. In respect to what purpose they serve, I
guess for me, my tracks are always seen as part of a greater whole. Indeed listening to
them in isolation is not something 1 would do, indeed when 1 hear any electronic song,
especially within my own personal genre (dance music) I get bored if it is in isolation.

1 never see any track as being singular; 1 always see it as being something that can be
contextualized in a different manner, re-formed through a combination with something
else.

Perhaps that is where I see live performance (either DJ, LIVE PA, or Ableton Live set) as
sitting. Live performance is a way that 1 can convey to an audience how 1 am feeling that
night, week, etc. whereas a singular track is set in stone. It is what I felt while making it.
lave performance allows me to re-contextualize that static emotion set in a new way.

Q: What skill do you think recordings in your style of music transmit to the listener
given modern production methods l.e. do they display instrumental skill, technical skill,
knowledge of sounds, the ability to stimulate reactions in listeners etc.

A: 1 think it all boils down to two things - I. Production technique (although this is
blurring somewhat with how powerful and easy to use software tools are becoming) and
perhaps most importantly 2. Emotional transferral abilities. - In this I mean how well a
producer can convey a distinct emotion through the sounds and techniques they use. I
think the majority of people don't really care about production skills, but they can
empathize with emotion. So a good producer must be able to convey this, but be able in
both.
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Q; What importance do you place on the live performance as a medium?

A: 1 don't think I would be an electronic artist if 1 didn't perform live. 1 Just couldn't do it.
F^erhaps it is for the buzz, the adrenalin or just being able to hear my own songs played
loud, but I think something comes from live performance that is integral to how I
understand both my own music and others.
1 mean 1 may spend weeks creating a crescendo, or a moment - but I can’t form a
framework for its effectiveness unless 1 am able to see someone else interpret it in a live
situation.

Q: Do you consider the live medium and recorded medium as being a. symbiotic in
nature, b. in terms of one being subservient to the other or c. is there a problematic
conflict between both? Is it a one way How i.e. recordings as authentic original and live
as reproductions of recordings, or is it more Huid?

A: honest answer - 1 don't know. 1 guess all recorded material had to have been
performed at some stage in a live situation, even if just in the recoding process, so that
points to a symbiotic nature. E^ut I guess within my genre that is not always true.

1 am not sure if I would prefer a recording to be non reproducible in a live situation, or
whether a live performance should not be able to be translated both effectively and
wholly when recorded. I guess we really should have both. And they should remain
symbiotic.

Q: Do you consider live performance to be a means of audience entertainment,
presentation of artistic ideas, a necessary means of monetizing your art, achieving
musical authenticity by performance, or a combination of all the prior?

A: well for me it definitely ain't about the money - but I guess if money became more of a
central facet of it, my view may change!
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I'he idea of authenticity is very important. 1 mean a lot of honesty is lost in electronic
music. Especially music performed through laptops. The audience never knows what is
making the sound.

I guess for me personally 1 like to let my audience see me 'work' when on stage. Sweat a
bit. Worried, at least a little, if what I am doing is sounding ok. If they saw me standing
still and playing a song - even if weeks went into making that song - something for me
personally would be wrong.

I don't think I could be an authentic electronic artist if 1 wasn't seen to have a proper live
aspect of my art. Even if the live aspect is re contextualizing songs that 1 had prepared
earlier.

Q: What performance elements do you think contribute most to achieving the above
definition you have chosen - display of skill/musicianship with a clear awareness in the
audience of the possibility of risk or failure (the odds and means of you making a mistake
is obvious and easily observable for the audience), a unique shared cultural experience,
stage personality/presence, or any other elements.

A: 1 think that the sound should speak for itself 1 mean if I look back at my performances
in the last year - I don't think any two were the same and that is a good thing. Even if that
means the overall sonic quality of what is being portrayed has suffered. 1 gave the
authenticity of the performance a higher prioritization that the search for a sonic or
musical perfection.

I personally don't like making mistakes, so probably take care prior to ensuring that I am
comfortable with the general direction of my performance. I also certainly practice, as
most musicians in all contexts would do. However I like to think that even if someone
knew that track I was playing - it would sound different live, usually because I would
never play something in isolation. There is always room for more. Both artistically and
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sonically, I believe anyway.

Q: What steps do you take to include these elements in your own performances, and do
you think you could improve in this area?

A: I practice, that is fundamental. I also always when making songs keep in mind that in
a live situation that 1 will want to add more - effects, loops, etc. the songs will sound
sparse, or even repetitive in isolation, but I know, in my mind anyway, that in a live
situation the repetitiveness will he compensated for.

Improvement is a difficult topic. I guess we all want to keep improving and evolving. But
it is hard too. For me I always try and play something or do something new every time 1
perform. This way I play live less, and often have to decline gigs, but at least I know I am
not just repeating past processes. I couldn't Just keep playing the same set over and over;
it would really get to me.

Q; What is holding you back from improving in areas identified above? E.g. a lack of
resources, a lack of musical ability etc.

A: I guess laziness and musical ability if I am completely honest. 1 mean would we all
want to be a bi-polar infused Beethoven's now wouldn't we?!

Seriously though I think that I could probably churn out a track a week if I really wanted
too. But I don't, 1 guess I can’t. I think that people that do that (and there are a few) dilute
their emotion. There is only so much emotional context one can have in oneself at any
given time. If you are making something new every week - you only get a weeks worth of
emotion, experience and context in each song. Whereas if it is at a slower rate - you get
more. Well that’s what 1 tell myself anyway!

Q: What is your chosen instrument/interface for performance, and what would you
consider to be its strengths or weaknesses in achieving performance elements identified
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in the two questions above?

A; I guess my apple laptop is crucial. If I didn't have that piece of hardware 1 don't think
things could work - but then again that may be the case for everything in the modern day.

Q; What do you regard as being the role of live sound reinforcement systems) pa) and the
engineers operating them in your live performances? Do you think they have a large role
to play in mediating between you as a performer on stage and the audience, or do they
simply accurately translate the sound of your ensemble on to larger speaker systems?

A: I have learnt the hard way that communicating to a sound engineer what you are trying
to achieve is crucial. There is a massive amount of cross dependency between the tw^o,
especially trust. If a sound engineer knows what to expect they will be a lot more
reciprocal to you pushing the boundaries of their sound system.

Q: Would you like to change or improve this role played by live sound reinforcement
technologies - by a. having more transparent sound reinforcement systems, b. taking back
musician control of amplification systems such as on stage monitoring systems or the
front of house PA, d. increasing the role of the engineer as a creative element of the
performance, intimately familiar with the music, artistic ideas and intended sonic
aesthetics of the performance.

A: I think communication is vital. They don't have to take an artistic role, but they do
have to take a facilitator role. The sound engineer should understand that he is there as a
thru put from the artist to the audience, and that nothing should get mis-communicated in
the process.

Q: What approach do you take to performance, is it: a. An accurate reproduction of a
song demonstrating musical/technical ability, b. an ability to play to a score (written,
unwritten or sequenced), c. Same as A but with improvised changes to tempo, tone, or
applied effects adding an exciting live feel responding to musician interaction or
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interaction with audience, d. compilation/deconstruction - a live performance is a
rearranged version of a previously recorded or familiar work, with room for
improvisation in structure, dynamics effects applied etc, e. Completely improvisational,

A: definitely d. but that is probably due to my own musical ability, the genre that 1 play
in. and perhaps most pertinent, the technologies that 1 implement.

Q: How do you think the approach described above to performance influences the
relative effectiveness in achieving the performance elements you have previously
identified in questions 8 and 9 as being important.

A; that's a pretty good point. I guess the methods 1 use will always influence both the
way 1 improve and the way 1 'sound'. It like technological determinism. The technology
that 1 use fundamentally infiuenees how 1 sound. Ableton is great at that, as you are
forced down the re-contextualizing/reinterpretation route, but then again it is so openended and individually flexible, that a certain amount of character and uniqueness will
always come through the performance.

Q: flow do the strengths and weaknesses of your chosen performance
interface/instrument (as discussed in question 1 1 above) shape/help you/hinder you in
achieving your approach to performance, and how might you like to improve upon that.

A: well the computer and software is crucial, and I can’t see that changing in the near
future. 1 mean as it is always just me performing, I have to decide what I want to do with
the time 1 have when performing. I only have two hands, and can only do so much at one
time. I guess the computer gives me the freedom to define exactly what 1 am going to do.
1 guess 1 could pre program a lot of things and that would free up mind time, but then
again 1 probably wouldn't get so much of a buzz when playing. I mean I like having to
think ahead, always planning, and only intermittently, having the time to stop and listen.

Q: How have the tools you use to perform/create changed since you began if at all, and
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have these changed the way you define yourself (as discussed in question 1).

A: yeah they have changed a lot. I am still not sure if for better or worse.

Firstly I was just a DJ, playing other peoples tracks.

Then 1 moved to playing Ableton lave with a mixture of others and my own tracks.

Then I moved into performing with a lot more hardware - synth, drum machine, pedals,
mixers, midi controller etc and with only my own tracks, most that I had never recorded
or set in stone. But then I realized that, if anything, the more hardware I had was actually
limiting me. 1 mean 1 only had two hands!

fhen 1 moved to two computers performing my own stuff - again never really set in
stone. And this worked, and still does, but then I realized that to create something new
every time 1 played took at least a months work in advance.

fhen I moved to just the one computer, a mixer and a controller - playing pretty much all
my own pre recorded and produced music - and that is where 1 am now. That is not to
say that I won't revert back at any time to the previous incarnations, or create hybrids of
the three - at the moment it works, but I guess 1 may want to change again at some point,
and probably will.

Essentially that is why I define myself as an electronic artist, as 1 am able to move in,
through and between the many different frameworks as and when 1 see fit.

Q: If your chosen tools have changed, how do you think it might influence the perception
of skill and authenticity in your performances for a. peers and b. a more general
audience?

A: yeah this is pretty key. 1 often hear stuff and think, how did they do that? And then
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realize that all they did was use a certain plug in, or do a certain parameter change. I
guess things are evolving now, it is becoming less about production technique per se, and
more about production methodology there is so much technology out there now, and most
of it extremely powerful, and I guess it is up to the producer/artist to harness that
technology to create something worthwhile to listen too.

What you have to remember is that the vast majority of the audience don't care. That may
be a cultural specific thing in Ireland with people more intent on drinking, dancing,
chatting to the opposite sex. F^ut in my view, they only care if it sounds good. If it does
then great - the majority aren't concerned with how it was made to sound good.

Q: Do you think changes in the tools used by many electronic musicians/DJs/producers
since the formative years of electronic genres have damaged the impact or perception of
authenticity of live performances l.e. the transition from vinyl/hardware to laptops etc.

A: I am not really sure. I mean you talk of the move from vinyl to laptop DJing, and that
is a hot topic, but even the importance of that is waning as it becomes customary to see a
DJ utilize a laptop.

The technology is there - so use it - whether it makes something sound better, worse,
easier, more complicated is all relative. I mean we could all still be mixing using tape
machines, but I don't think the music would sound better. The people aren't going to stop
enjoying the music. Just because it’s easier to perform, that is for sure. I mean the music
stands on its own two feet. The respect for the performer, or producer however, may
change due to how he performs.

Q: What role do you think visual performance queues have in your chosen style of music
l.e. the performers exertion, observable physical/technical skill or the very visibility of
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the performer and their tools. Does this change as performances get larger or as
performers become more mainstream I.e. do the tools remain the same, is there a need for
more visual queues to engage a larger audience, what about the reliance on other visuals
(lights, projected images and other props).

A: it plays a role, yes, whether it should or not is very debatable. I mean we as humans
are visual creatures. It is our most influential sense, but music is not about seeing. I mean
if good music is played in a dark room - it is still good music.

Tomas Daly interview:

fomas Daly is a musician and producer who plays in the Cork city area under the names
Laserface and Wires of Love. He also organises a well renowned show case of Irish
electronic acts called Ctrl Alt Delete.

Q: What term would you use primarily to describe yourself as a musical
creator/performer e.g. producer, electronic artist, DJ, musician, electronic musician, live
PA, etc.

A: Musician.

Q: Why would you choose this term and how would you define this term as being
distinctly different to other possible terms? Do you think these definitions can be
confused leading to problems in the promotion/reception of live performances? For
example, an audience may expect a live performance with synths and other instrumental
elements but gets a DJ or laptop set.

A: Yes..It’s definitely confusing. Usually I am called a DJ at gigs...which is never
desired...as its all my own music created from scratch.

Q: Do recordings play an important role in your musical life. What function do
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recordings fulfil - are they a work of art/something you hope to monetise that is of value,
a way of capturing and imagining ideas textures or emotions, a means of
communicating/presenting your musical ideas to others on mass in a way that is not
possible with live performance, promoting/attracting interest in your live performance etc

A: Recordings in the studio...yes. I try to always use female vocals in my songs.
Recordings of live gigs...only really useful for my own personal listening...to improve my
set for next time. Recordings of live gigs by bigger acts (the prodigy etc)...definitely
useful.

Q: What skill do you think recordings in your style of music transmit to the listener given
modern production methods I.e. do they display instrumental skill, technical skill,
knowledge of sounds, the ability to stimulate reactions in listeners etc.

A; Not sure.

Q: What importance do you place on the live performance as a medium?

A: one hundred percent. Nowadays in my opinion, people don't value CDs and mp3s that
much...but live performance is still valued. But the lines have become blurred as lots of
producers play live by just pressing play on a pre-sequenced set... which is not live
performance. 1 personally play live with only hardware synthesizers & sampler...as it is
truly a challenge and I feel 1 am giving a gig-goer his moneys worth. 1 grew up going to
gigs like the prodigy and 4th dimension who all played live...and very improvised. For
me this is a very important factor.

Q: Do you consider the live medium and recorded medium as being a. symbiotic in
nature, b. in terms of one being subservient to the other or c. is there a problematic
conflict between both? Is it a one way flow i.e. recordings as authentic original and live
as reproductions of recordings, or is it more fluid?
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A: For me... my recordings are completely different to my live versions. But in general...!
would go with answer C. Electronic producers can fool people with pre-made sets on a
laptop and pretend they play live. Whereas real bands (drums guitars etc) cannot fool
people.

Q: Do you consider live performance to be a means of audience entertainment,
presentation of artistic ideas, a necessary means of monetising your art, achieving
musical authenticity by performance, or a combination of all the prior?

A: all of the prior.

Q: What performance elements do you think contribute most to achieving the above
definition you have chosen - display of skill/musicianship with a clear awareness in the
audience of the possibility of risk or failure (the odds and means of you making a mistake
is obvious and easily observable for the audience), a unique shared cultural experience,
stage personality/presence, or any other elements.

A: Possibility of risk/failure is exactly what makes it live in my opinion. I have made
lOOs of mistakes at gigs...starting beats in the wrong bpm...and strangely 1 benefit from
this...as people will come up and say ‘ww I could tell it was truly live?

Q: What steps do you take to include these elements in your own performances, and do
you think you could improve in this area?

A: to include these elements...! will not use a laptop. The area I would improve is using
less sampled beats on my sampler. But as I play drums for other bands...making
electronic beats organically...from scratch...does not really interest me personally. I have
recorded myself on drums many times and use it as a live loop.

Q: What is holding you back from improving in areas identified above? E.g. a lack of
resources, a lack of musical ability etc.
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A: lack of interest. My live performance is a hobby and in the electronic area...l place the
emphasis for myself on live vocals and live synth playing.

Q; What is your chosen instrument/interface for performance, and what would you
consider to be its strengths or weaknesses in achieving performance elements identified
in the two questions above?

A: bass synth & sampler. The only weakness is that it uses electricity power - in my
opinion.

Q: What do you regard as being the role of live sound reinforcement systems (pa) and the
engineers operating them in your live performances? Do you think they have a large role
to play in mediating between you as a performer on stage and the audience, or do they
simply accurately translate the sound of your ensemble on to larger speaker systems?

A; they play a small role. It’s a large role for bands/live rock music etc...But for
electronic music it’s not very important.

Q: Would you like to change or improve this role played by live sound reinforcement
technologies - by a. having more transparent sound reinforcement systems, b. taking back
musician control of amplification systems such as on stage monitoring systems or the
front of house PA, d. increasing the role of the engineer as a creative element of the
performance, intimately familiar with the music, artistic ideas and intended sonic
aesthetics of the performance.

A: no.

Q: What approach do you take to performance, is it; a. An accurate reproduction of a
song demonstrating musical/technical ability, b. an ability to play to a score (written,
unwritten or sequenced), c. Same as A but with improvised changes to tempo, tone, or
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applied effects adding an exciting live feel responding to musician interaction or
interaction with audience, d. compilation/deconstruction - a live performance is a
rearranged version of a previously recorded or familiar work, with room for
improvisation in structure, dynamics effects applied etc, e. Completely improvisational,

A: Definitely E.

Q: How do you think the approach described above to performance influences the
relative effectiveness in achieving the performance elements you have previously
identified in questions 8 and 9 as being important?

A: yes...very much so.

Q: How do the strengths and weaknesses of your chosen performance
interface/instrument (as discussed in question 1 1 above) shape/help you/hinder you in
achieving your approach to performance, and how might you like to improve upon that.

A: not sure

Q; How have the tools you use to perform/create changed since you began if at all, and
have these changed the way you define yourself (as discussed in question 1).

A; I began using a laptop...but now use all hardware. Yes it definitely changed the way
define myself

Q: If your chosen tools have changed, how do you think it might influence the
perception of skill and authenticity in your performances for a. peers and b. a more
general audience?

A; Not sure
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Q; Do you think changes in the tools used by many electronic musicians/DJs/producers
since the formative years of electronic genres have damaged the impact or perception of
authenticity of live performances I.e. the transition from vinyl/hardware to laptops etc.

A; without a doubt. In electronic circles...it has little impact...as the emphasis for those is
on sound quality/production. But for me personally... it has very much damaged the
impact. 1 will never pay to see someone use a laptop. 1 want to see someone actually
doing something.

Q; What role do you think visual performance eues have in your chosen style of m.usic
i.e. the performer's exertion, observable physical/technical skill or the very visibility of
the performer and their tools? Does this change as performances get larger or as
performers become more mainstream I.e. do the tools remain the same, is there a need for
more visual cues to engage a larger audience, what about the relianee on other visuals
(lights, projected images and other props).

A: Idghts are useful in my opinion, but that’s it.

Shane O'Sullivan interview:

Shane O’Sullivan is a musician and composer who is currently active in two guises,
playing regularly in the Cork city area. Under the name Quiet Pilot he composes
electronic music and occasionally performs live, wile with his band Elk, he performs as
part of a conventional three piece rock/metal band playing electrie guitar.

Q: What importance do you plaee on the recording process as a medium in terms of
creativity and promotion of your musical ideas?

-Ill-

A: I haven't placed a huge importance on the recording process in any aesthetic or artistic
way in the past. That isn't to say 1 wouldn't in the future if given the right set of
circumstances.

As regards the creativity and promotion of ideas, the particular desired or sought after
sounds, particular levels of instruments and things like this would be influenced by how
we see the band. With Elk we are loud and fairly energetic live, so there is the need to try
and represent that on record. If you're fortunate enough to work with a decent engineer,
they will implicitly understand this to some extent. Hopefully they will have seen us play
live and understand the relationship between the trio of players. For me, the guitar in Elk
is sheen or glitter on top of the main body of the instrumentation, so the focus after our
first studio album, which put the guitars too high in the mix in my opinion, was to ensure
it didn't get in the way of drum or bass parts but rather sat gently on top.

1 played in a band called Jezery before and I was perhaps too young and inexperienced to
think too much about the recording process. We just wanted to be able to hear our music
come out of a stereo.

Q: How does this differ from one style to the other?

A: With regards the electronic computer music I make, the recording process hasn't
exactly been fundamental in the strictest sense as I rarely record real audio. Most of it is
done with Reason and Eogic and their in-built synthesisers, drum machines and samplers.
When it comes to mixing I am incredibly lazy and reckless by others' standards. I differ
from many electronic "producers" who place a huge emphasis on the quality of actual
sounds. 1 have always used music software to compose and get out ideas, to try and
orchestrate a particular guitar riff or progression. I hope to significantly change my
approach and place more of an emphasis on sounds with current electronic collaborations
with friends and on my own music from now on, as I have learned a lot more about sound
and production recently.
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Q: Do recordings play an important role in your musical life? What function do
recordings fulfil for both styles - are they a work of art/something you hope to monetise
that is of value, a way of capturing and imagining ideas textures or emotions, a means of
communicating/presenting your musical ideas to others on mass in a way that is not
possible with live performance, promoting/attracting interest in your live performance
etc?

A: In terms of Quiet Pilot, that was started so I could explore my own ideas to see what
they sounded like, as my relationship with making music was born out of collaboration. I
grew up in a musical sense in a band called .lezery which was my first real experience
(beyond garage band teenage stuff) of writing. The available finished songs from Quiet
Pilot are really only so I can show people what I've made and sec if anyone likes it.

I write and record primarily for me as I absolutely love the act and process of making
music in and of itself There is of course something to be said about my own reticence in
putting the music out there online, and in terms of my inability to finish songs sometimes,
psychologically speaking, I often feel I learn new techniques and improve my song
writing ability or sense of harmony or whatever, wTich usually happens before I make a
certain set of songs available and then I don't want to put them online as 1 think they are
not as good as newer ones.

This process keeps occurring and it's really stupid as I know a large element is insecurity
about the songs themselves but I'm working towards fixing that. There is no commercial
factor to this. Although I want people to hear it so that 1 may attract an interest in
working in sound design and sound tracks for plays or films, which has happened but
with pretty much no money exchanging hands. This is ok at the start when you're cutting
your teeth.

With regard to Elk, I think we record so that people can hear the music and have it. It's
also so we can have it I think. Beyond that it would mostly be to attract interest in people
putting on shows or for tours. If your music is available online when you are promoting a
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gig it means people have the chance to check it out and make their own minds up as to
whether or not they want to come to the show. There is no real interest in making big
money out of it as is understandable considering the state of the industry.

1 want to make everything we record freely available as a download unless we are put out
by a label who want to make physical copies. I think the other two lads agree with me on
this. If Fm being honest, 1 get a whole torrent of music for free from people's hard drives
and I'm grateful for that and feel it would be hypocritical of me to expect people to pay
for digital copies of our music. 1 also have a heap of CDs from when 1 want to own the
physical copy of it.

Q: Having considered the above, would you tend towards re-evaluating your answer to
my ilrst two questions?

Not really. Well, not in any other sense than I have already come with while deliberating
with myself in my tangential musings.

Q: In the case of both styles of music, is the recording process a documentary process I.e.
capturing a live performance aesthetic (simulated or otherwise) where a piece of music
fully formed is recorded, is it a case of building up a piece, composing, introducing new
sounds textures and effects as you go, or a combination.

A: fo complement the energy and live sound as previously discussed, there would also
have been the building up of textures and layers with the most recent recording of Elk
where the input of our engineers was greatly appreciated and often applied. Extra guitar
lines and heavily effected guitar lines would have been added and mixed fairly low for a
sort of cumulative texture.

With Quiet Pilot there is virtually no consideration for live context as I have practically
no interest in performing live. 1 have done so in the past but really don't enjoy it as it's
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mostly just pressing play. 1 know there is software that I can use to make the experience
more "live" but I have no interest in it.

The actual recording or composition is all about building and layering ideas that are
either guitar parts or else the result of messing around in the piano roll of the DAW.
fhafs the fun part of it. Finding sounds that either represent the melody or progression
well or else transform it into something completely unexpected.

Q: What creative control do you or other musicians in the ensemble have over the studio
process I.e. approaches to recording, post-production (changing textures, manipulation of
performances, applying of effects) and how does this differ from one style to the other?

A; In Elk we have as much control as we like but we are very open to the input of the
engineer and value their experience. 1 would be the only one of the three to have any
experience with recording but 1 don't act like I know more than a professional engineer.
Usually, in terms of post-production, the engineer will run an idea past us if they have
built a nice reverb or effect to see what we think. If we like it stays, if not, we are happy
to say no as well.

With regard to mastering, the last two records have been mastered by the engineer who
recorded the songs and we were happy with it. We're all equally ignorant about mastering
but 1 personally despise the notion of maximising the volume and ruining the dynamics.
By and large, if someone wants to hear it louder they can turn it up. If someone's
perception of the optimum or requisite volume for music is based on the maximum
volume of their iPods, they should be more worried about long-term hearing damage and
less about not being able to alter their bowel movements with the bass on a track.

For Quiet Pilot 1 have all the control as it's just me. I'll be working with another friend,
Finster, in the coming months on an EP and then it will get interesting as to who has
more creative control. To be honest though, I love his sounds and music and trust him
with post-production and production in general more than I do myself.
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Q: Do they differ in terms of importance for either style.

A; More people are going to hear Elk than Quiet Pilot so I would care more about
ensuring that nothing sounds horrible on Elk recordings. There is such a range of sounds
available with the software I use with Quiet Pilot that there's bound to be people who
don't like a particular melody line or whatever. However, with Elk we are a standard
three piece and as such, if any of our instruments sound rubbish we have to ensure that it
is sorted out before it is too late.

I have a friend who doesn't like the bass on our last recording but I don't like the bass
drum on his latest album so you know, horses for courses! You'll never please everyone.
The best you can hope for is that the band is collectively happy.

Q; How do you view the role of studio engineers/mix engineers/mastering engineers. Do
they help you in achieving a better and more accurate representation of your musical
ideas, do they help you create something in the recorded medium that is unique and could
not exist in another medium or do they adapt and manipulate your recordings to fit norms
and standards for the recorded medium I.e. sonic balance, dynamic range control etc.

A: I don't know if they help to achieve a more accurate or better version of the musical
ideas, more they facilitate you in creating a good recording of the music. I've worked
with a few different engineers. One was well into achieving normative recording
practices but he still did a good job. Another was a bit too loose and didn't impose
enough on encouraging more guitar layers or telling us when our idea was bad in the
post-production stage. It's always different I suppose depending on who you work with.

Q: Is the above different for both styles of music, and if so, why couldn't this be the same
for both styles? If you take personal control over these elements for one and not the other,
why do you do so, and what effect does it have?
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A: I take control of it with Quiet Pilot because 1 am the only one involved. However
when 1 collaborated on a song called 'Mantra' with a friend I left him mix in his vocal part
and do a bit of mastering. I'm totally open to other people's input if 1 think they know
what they are on about.

1 know of an engineer who imposes way too much from what I've heard and as a result 1
would never work with the guy. When recording the last few Elk songs, 1 listened to our
engineers always, and even though sometimes I was a bit sceptical about ideas 1 always
tried them out. This was because 1 trusted them and knew they knew what they were
talking about.

I'hat's the key thing in any collaborative effort, you need to understand how' much free
reign you will allow those you are working with. This may change as you learn more
yourself and want your input heard more than it was before.

Q; How do you think the approach to recording for both styles addresses real-time
musician interaction or musicianship, and are you satisfied with that state of affairs? Do
the intended sonic results, technological restrictions or standard practises and norms
dominate the approach to including real-time interaction and musicianship? Do you think
the intended purpose and function of the recording would benefit from an increase in
such real-time elements? Do you approach record with reproducing live in mind?

A: We have been conscious of not straying too far from how it will sound live when we
record with Elk but I have no problems with treating the recording process as a separate
thing. 1 don't believe in the need to emulate the exact sounds and textures of an album.

Sure, bands like Dream Theatre or Metallica might strive to achieve this but in the case of
independent bands, you could change your amp or guitar every few years you know.
Your personal taste in sounds and effects is still changing and at this level you won't have
people complaining after a live show that the distortion now has too much low-end
compared to the album.

-
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Q: What importance do you place on the live performance as a medium for both styles of
music?

A: I place no importance on it for Quiet Pilot. There is no true live performance in the
manner I present it currently.

It's of fundamental importance with Elk. We're a total live band in my opinion. I love the
recorded stuff but I think people enjoy the aggression, volume, humour and energy that
goes on at our shows.

I think the main point of the recordings, as I've said, is to entice people out to a night of
live music.

Q: Do you consider the live medium and recorded medium as being a. symbiotic in
nature, b. in terms of one being subservient to the other or c. is there a problematic
conflict between both?

A: It is symbiotic. Perhaps I value the live performance more but it is still a mutually
beneficial relationship. As noted above, I think the purpose of recorded music for bands
in our position, i.e. small independent bands, in a small city, in a small country, is to
show people what you're like and hopefully encourage them to get off their arse and go to
a show.

Even for more well known bands, and even big international acts, the money is now in
touring. Record companies make the bulk of the money from recorded works. Live is
where you will earn your reputation and your crust as an independent band. But your
recordings will then be more functional once you've gained an audience. ! see no
problematic conflict between the two.
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Q: Do you consider live performanee to be a means of audience entertainment,
presentation of artistic ideas, a necessary means of monetising your art, achieving
musical authenticity by performance, or a combination of the prior?

A: The live performance means different things to different people at different times.
From my point of view. I hate every associated logistical concern that accompanies a gig.
1 used to love promoting stuff online, getting people to do posters or designing them
myself, mailing people for shows but now I really don't like it.

I hate lugging gear since our van had to be sold. I hated it when we still had it as well
sometimes. But I adore playing when we're well rehearsed and in the mood for a show,
fhat experience is wonderful. When you lock in with the band and you're not thinking
about other things, it can be an amazing feeling.

At times I have played gigs when I wouldn't have unless the money was there. I've played
a few shows just because they were offered. 1 suppose you have to consider the other
people in your band and whether they would like to play. I don't think about it too
artistically really, I love playing music and I love what playing live does to my body
when I'm playing. To the audience it is entertainment. I think with certain bands or live
performances it can become something much more than that for people but I don't know
if our live performance has ever caused audience transcendence or anything like that.
Who knows?

Q: What performance elements do you think contribute most to achieving an effective
live performanee - display of skill/musicianship with an a clear possibility of risk or
failure (breaking a guitar string, making a mistake etc), a unique shared cultural
experience, stage personality/presence, or any other elements.

A: I think, in order to give a good show, there needs to be a continuum of good songs in
the right order, a decent set list keeping some level of momentum or experienee going. I
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value greatly the way in which the band interacts with the crowd. But it does not always
have to be in the same way.

1 love that certain bands say nothing for the majority of the set but stare you in the eye
when they play. I myself enjoy tossing inanities and stupid commentary but I keep it
short and avoid the self-indulgency of it, or the indulgence of pals or fans.

I despise friend to friend banter that can go on at gigs which effectively comes across as a
terrible in-joke. This can happen sometimes when we are playing but we try our best to
nip it in the bud.

Personally, I greatly value musicianship. I'm not a ridiculously tight guitarist. I'll always
Huff a few notes, forget to hit a pedal, hit a bum note, whatever, but I've always tried to
push myself as far as my abilities will go with speed or technicality. This is largely
because I played with .lezery, which was basically a prog band that tested how far you
could go without breaking your fingers, at times. I love, cheeky riffs, and quick time
changes, fast triplets, little runs and sudden changes.

I think people appreciate the spectacle of someone going to their limit and messing up
here and there as opposed to just showing off because they can. 1 don't really like
complete perfection. We're a tight loose band, oxymoron aside. Like a punkish band with
prog or math-rock sensibilities and I like that.

As most of the crowd at Cork shows or at shows elsewhere tend to be musicians anyway
1 think people like the honesty of people messing up slightly. I love seeing someone mess
up and start laughing. It makes it way more human. None of us are stadium rock bands
like.
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Q: What steps do you take to including these elements in your own performances, and do
you think you could improve in this area. What is holding you back from improving in
areas identified?

A: For me, I got sick of playing a while back. I loved writing but hated playing. 1 used to
play my guitar ludicrous amounts when 1 first was learning, for about three years and
then quite a lot for about five but then for the last two years 1 only picked up my electric
when we were rehearsing or playing a gig and I usually only played my acoustic in
lessons or Just messing around.

1 lost a lot of discipline for practicing rudiments and developing speed and ability. For the
last month I've had my Strat next to my bed and it is being played all day intermittently. 1
practice and write.

fhis is how the show or performances can be improved. Not just by practicing the set
loads but by being better individual players. You also gain the freedom to look up more
at the audience and move around a bit. People like that. Other than that, I would like to
reintroduce pre-recorded loops, something we did before to tie the show and songs
together. They were Just bits 1 had made in Reason but when you have to tune as much as
we do to alternate tunings or Just in general it's nice to have some sounds to dampen out
drunken exclamations and roars, fhe only thing holding me back is my own, at times,
outrageous laziness.

Q: What is your chosen instrument/interface for performance, and what would you
consider to be its strengths or weaknesses in achieving performance elements identified
in number 3.

A: I really can't call what I've done with Quiet Pilot live as it was simply messing about
with a midi keyboard and guitar on top of pre-recorded songs.
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With Elk, my instrument of choice is guitar. It's an excellent instrument for pulling
whacky shapes and getting bizarre chords. It's the only instrument 1 can play reasonably
well. Some guitarists can chop and change with the bass, and vice versa. 1 can't.

Q: What do you regard as being the role of live sound reinforcement systems) pa) and the
engineers operating them in your live performances of both styles of music. For either, do
you think they have a large role to play in mediating between you as a performer on stage
and the audience, or do they simply accurately translate the sound of your ensemble on to
larger speaker systems?

A: When you're dealing with an in-house engineer I think the best you can expect is for
them to adequately represent the music to the best of their ability, and to get a good mix.
I've had the fortune of dealing w ith the same engineer a few times who would come to
understand your sound and even throw in effects at times to augment certain parts.
1 lowever, this has sometimes proved negative where the engineer is too eager and takes
too many liberties.

If 1 were in a touring band, playing more than a hundred or so gigs a year I would think it
necessary to get someone involved and pay them to tour with you to ensure the best
possible mix at each gig. But when you're just playing here and there and are dependent
on the in-house engineer there's no need to get your hopes up. I would see their Job as to
simply accurately translate the sound to the audience. 1 personally can't see how else they
can mediate the performer-audience relationship.

Q: Would you like to ehange or improve this role played by live sound reinforcement
technologies - by a. having more transparent sound reinforcement systems, b. taking back
musician control of amplification systems such as on stage monitoring systems or the
front of house PA, d. increasing the role of the engineer as a creative member of the band,
intimately familiar with the music, artistic ideas and intended sonic aesthetics of the
performance.
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A: As Tve mentioned, this is something I would certainly do, i.e. increase the role of the
engineer as a creative member of the band but only if you were willing to pay for it and
include him at every date you play. This relationship can't be expected with an in-house
engineer on €80-100 a night.

Q; What approach do you take to performance in both styles: a. An accurate reproduction
of a song demonstrating musical ability and an ability to play to a score (written,
unwritten or sequenced to a click track or a sequencer), b. Same as A but with improvised
changes to tempo, tone, or applied effects adding an exciting live feel responding to
musician interaction or interaction with audience, c. compilation - a live performance is a
rearranged version of a previously recorded or familiar work, with room for
improvisation in structure, dynamics effects applied etc, d. Completely improvisational,

A: At different times, practically all of those approaches. We used to have on stage
improvised jams with .lezery. With RIk we mostly play the songs as they are in the
practice room or on record. Of course at times, if we're excited, or owing to adrenaline,
tempos can increase. We even make allowances for that. Like, if we play a song at
practice slightly slower than the regular tempo, we'll Just say, "well, when we play it live
that'll be faster anyway".

fhere would be extra effects or little noodles applied live at certain times. Sometimes 1
improvise a loop on the loop station/delay pedal I have for in between songs. By and
large, 1 would say that's it's mostly as verbatim as it can be though.

I've put in tiny tiny bits of improvisation with a guitar or keyboard with Quiet Pilot but
nothing major really. Mainly press play stuff.

Q: How do you think the approach described above to performance influences the
relative effectiveness in achieving the performance elements you have previously
identified as being important? How do the strengths and weaknesses of your chosen
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performance interface/instrument shape/help you/hinder you in achieving your approach
to performance, and how might you like to improve upon that.

A; It's not something I'm particularly conscious of. The approach is to reproduce the
songs live and amplified a lot louder than people's stereos or iPods. It's strange, I can't
really abstract to these elements or break them down in that way. The guitar is the
instrument 1 use to play music, as silly as it may sound, I don't think of the guitar on its
own or as a part in a performance. It's the whole band and audience effort and what
happens in that dynamic makes the performance. An interactive, interdependent and
symbiotic relationship which leads to certain shared experiences. Breaking it down to its
constituent parts isn't really in my vocabulary.
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Technical notes and schematics:
Overview:
The following refers to the discussion of demonstrations prepared for this thesis in
chapter six. As the demonstrations were primarily concerned with putting theory into
practice and with questions of musicality, the discussions of the technology employed
and it's connection, brand or specific setting is not deemed of primary importance to
include in the main body of this thesis. This description and subsequent schematics and
screen shots give an overview of the technical aspects to the demonstrations.

The software DAW or digital audio work-station referred to in chapter six is Cakewalk’s
Sonar 8.5 producer addition. The Matrix view of the DAW was used for the systems of
control described in the play-back of samples. The Audio/midi interface used was an
RME Fireface IJFX. which provided midi connectivity, the output for headphone mixes
and high impedance audio input for guitar input in demonstration 5.

Audio was also routed out of the interface and back through the high impedance input for
demonstration four. Not included in schematics or descriptions was the input of two
microphones into the interface for capturing acoustic elements of the performance, using
a mid-side configuration of microphones fed into the DAW for capture, the exclusion of
which was deemed appropriate as it was not of relevance to the investigations of this
thesis.

The digitech whammy pedal was used for pitch shifting effects, with the line 6 M13
stomp box modeller used for delay, distortion and filter effects in demonstration four, as
well as looping and overdrive in demonstration five. The electronic drum triggers used
were part of a disassembled Roland TD20 drum kit. A Roland GK5 divided pick-up
attached to a standard electric guitar and GR20 guitar synth were used for demonstrations
two and three as a pitch to midi controller. Demonstration four employed a standard
Yamaha digital keyboard as a midi-controller for triggering loops.
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Schematics:
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